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Editorial 

Misinformation i11 Service to Industry 

an an opinion piece that ran in several 
Vermont papers this August, politico 

John McClaughry attacked national environ
mental groups which, in his ridiculing quote, 
seek to 'save the Northern Forest.' 

Other than a preliminary mention of the 
Diamond land sale of 1988 ("the prospect 
that those 90,000 acres might be put to some 
useful purpose terrified the nation's environ
mental groups"), McClaughry fails to 
acknowledge that others are doing their best 
to liquidate the Northern Forest. 

The focus of McClaughry's attack is the 
Northern Forest Stewardship Act, the per
ceived first step in a wave of creeping environ
mentalism that aims to greenline the 26 mil
lion acres of the Northern Forest, focus feder
al dollars on land purchase, and eventually 
drive freedom loving inhabitants off their 
land. Utilizing a Beltway strategy, the national 
environmental groups will enact stricter and 
stricter land use regulations that control even 
the remaining private lands of the region, cre
ating " 'wildlands' 'to provide solitude for 
rekindling the spirit' " (McClaughry's quote 
from literature of the Northern Forest 
Alliance). 

Purchase of land by states under the Act 
will also remove land from town tax rolls 
(townspeople of the state of Maine may won
der exactly where that tax money he alludes to 
is going now). McClaughry concludes: "As 
the suffering people of the Adirondacks and 
the Pacific Northwest have testified, that_soli-__ 
tude will be created by the forced exodt.s of 
the pesky human inhabitants." 

McClaughry concludes his piece with a 
stirring call to man the ramparts of freedom: 
"Gov. George Aiken, a revered figure in 
Vermont history, refused to cooperate [with 
what McClaughry calls a 1934 version of the 
Stewardship Act which would have bought up 
marginal farms]. The feds wondered why 
those silly Vermonters persisted in living back 
in the hills. Because, Gov. Aiken explained 
before sending the feds packing, some folks 
'just naturally love the mountains, and like to 
live up among them, where freedom of 
thought and action is logical and inherent.' It 
would be a sad thing," McClaughry goes on, 
"if the grandchildren of those freedom-loving 
Vermonters were now to be driven out of the 
'Northern Forest,' by an environmentalist-dri
ven federal government whose appetite for 
gobbling up private lands, on whatever pre
text, knows no bounds.'' 

Concord's Other Naturalist 
Two photographs attributed to William 

Brewster--they may have been the work of his 
man servant R.A. Gilbert-appear in this issue 
of the Forum, on pages 18 and 20. 

The Dictionary of American Biography 
relates of Brewster (1851-1919), "Descended on 
both sides from old Massachusetts families he 
inherited all of the characteristics of a New 
England gentleman, and reared in Cambridge, 
with Longfellow and other notable men of let
ters as family and neighbors, he absorbed all of 
the spirit and tradition of the community." 
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Before we let McClaughry's version of 
history stand, however, we might do well to 
recall Governor Aiken's career (he was in the 
U.S. Senate until 1974), in which he found 
himself on the unpopular side of the federal
ist/environmental coin on at least two occa
sions: once in advocating a skyline drive along 
the spine of the Green Mountains, and later 
in initially supporting the damming of 
Victory bog. On the other hand, Aiken was 
responsible for funding numerous additions to 
the Green Mountain National Forest-with
out translocating inhabitants-and has a 
wilderness area named for him. (He was also a 
nurseryman who wrote a book, Pioneering 
With Wildflowers, about native wildflower 
propagation.) Whatever Aiken's read on the 
will of the people of Vermont was, he recog
nized their conservation ethic-probably 
because he had one himsel£ 

As to McClaughry's efforts to propagan
dize on the basis of incomplete information, 
this is probably the only card a strict property 
rights analysis of the paper company lands has 
to play. Making no mention of forest prac
tices, declining (or shifting) resource-based 
employment, or the instability of land owner
ships (3 million acres today)-things that are 
of vital concern to landowners, loggers, work
ing people as well as 'environmentalists' of the 
region- McClaughry's argument lobotimizes 
local discussion of conservation options by 
which a forest-based culture and economy 
could be secured. 

McClaughry's portrayal of the Pacific 
Northwest (and the Adirondacks) as regio-ns 
de-populated by enviros in the name of spot
ted owls (and 'forever wild' preserves) is a 
gloss on the depravations that drive conserva
tion efforts there and the economics that such 
measures can provide (see the Adirondack 
Park Report, pp 8-9 for a report on the twist
ing of facts there) . 

By scapegoating enviros who take the 
Beltway approach, McClaughry relieves him
self and his intended readership of any oblig
ation to read the landscape around them and 
respond to the challenges of the present day. 

With a powerful segment of industry 
demonstrating it has every intention of 
wringing all the fiber it can from the region, 
with only half-hearted regulation or outright 
cheerleading from government (see page 31 
for a report on the Maine Forest Service),the 
inherent freedom of the hills is indeed under 
attack. Are enviros really the problem?-
A.W. Ii 

Opting out of a banking career, Brewster 
instead pursued his childhood hobby of 
ornithology and taxidermy, becoming one of the 
country's foremost experts on birds . The 
Dictionary says, "His influence upon the devel
opment of American ornithology, extending, as 
it did, far beyond his printed papers, cannot well 
be measured.". 

In addition to a farm and nature reserve in 
Concord, Brewster maintained a camp on the 
Maine side of Lake Umbagog. Unfinished at his 
death was a . work on Birds of the Lake 
Umbagog Region, Maine. Ii 
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Report Predicts Destructio.n of 
Adirondack Aquatic Ecosystenis 

Press release of the Adirondack Council 

an a long over-due federal report on acid 
rain, the Clinton administration told 

Congress in August that the Adirondack 
Park will continue to suffer worsening dam
age without deep, new cuts in the air pollu
tion that causes it. 

The report-prepared by the multi
agency National Acid Precipitation 
Assessment Program-added that acid rain 
damage is expanding in the Appalachians, 
Rockies, Sierra Nevadas and in northern 
New England. 

"We are pleased that the Clinton 
Administration has finally released this 
information to Congress," said Adirondack 
Council Executive Director Timothy J. 
Burke. "It shows that the nation's top scien
tists are certain that even more lakes and 
ponds in the Adirondacks will die as a result 
of acid rain in the decades to come, and that 
forests from Maine to Georgia are being 
damaged as well. It also shows that high-ele
vation forest damage is worsening in the 
Rocky Mountains of Colorado and the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains of California. 

"The report documents that the federal 
acid rain program created in 1990 is inade
quate to stop the destruction of the 
Adirondack Park," Burke said. "It doesn't say 
that recovery from acidification will take 
longer than they thought. It says that it will 
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not happen at all. A quarter of our 3,000 
lakes and ponds are already too acidic to sup
port life. Within 40 years, that figure will 
double under the current program, according 
to a 1995 EPA report cited as reliable in the 
new, multi-agency report. 

"While the report claims that the 
allowance trading program is a financial suc
cess, it makes no specific recommendations 
for additional cuts to the utility plant emis
sions that cause most of our acid rain prob
lem. Congress demanded that information 
when it called for the study. 

"On the other hand, Congress already 
knows what it must do," Burke explained. 
"This report is so late, the major findings 
have been reported elsewhere. It's the first 
time that the Clinton Administration has 
confirmed the information, but members of 
Congress have known for a year or more that 
deep, new cuts in sulfur-dioxide and nitro
gen-oxides were needed from the nation's 
utility companies. We bel~eve the 
Moynihan/D'Amato acid rain bill, intro
duced this year, is the best tool we have to 
prevent the destruction of the Adirondacks 
and other sensitive areas." 

The National Acid Precipitation 
Assessment Program Report was delivered to 
Congress on the morning of August 3, as 
Congress's summer recess was beginning. It 
was due in 1996, as a follow-up to the Clean 
Air Act Amendments of 1990. It was com-

pleted by the 
National Science 
and Technology 
Council, chaired 
by President 
Clinton. The 
Council is com
posed of the U.S. 
Environmental 
Protection Agency, 
National 
Aeronautics and 
S p a c e 
Administration, 
National 
Oceanographic 
and Atmospheric 
Administration, 
Departments of 
the Interior and 
Agriculture. In 
July, New York's 
U.S . Senators, 
Alfonse D'Amato 
and Daniel Patrick 
Moynihan, called 
for the report to be 
released. At the 
same time, NY 
Attorney General 
Dennis Vacco sent 
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the agencies a letter warning that he would 
sue if the report was not released soon. 

The report was required as part of the 
Clean Air Act Amendments. It was sup
posed to contain three elements: a report on 
the latest scientific research on acid rn;n; a 
cost analysis of the current program; and, an 
explanation of what pollution reductions 
were needed to prevent ecosystem damage. 

"NAPAP did a great job on the first two 
requirements, but didn't even pretend to 
answer the third," Burke said. "It puzzles us. 
The Adirondack Council was able to take 
the work of the same university and govern
ment scientists that prepared the data for 
NAPAP and create a document that illus
trates the problem and proposes an afford
able solution. We did it in less than six 
months-without an order from Congress. 
NAPAP is suggesting that we wait another 
two years, while NAPAP produces yet 
another report, before we discuss a solution. 
That is just irresponsible." 

"We cannot afford to fiddle while the 
Adirondacks burn;" Burke said. "The 
Moynihan/D' Amato Acid Deposition 
Control Act is t~e right bill. The time to act 
. " 1s now. 

The Adirondack Council is an 18,000 mem
ber, privately funded, not-for-profit organiza
tion dedicated to protecting and enhancing the 
natural and human communities of the 
Adirondack Park through research, education, 
advocacy, and legal action. 

How Moynihan/D'Amato Would 
Reduce Acid Rain 
The Moynihan/D'Amato Acid Deposition 
Control Act (S.1097/HR2365) proposes and 
would require: 
• A further 50% reduction in sulfur dioxide 
emissions from the nation's utilities, amount
ing to a 75% reduction from levels existing 
prior to the_ 1990 Clean Air Act 
Amendments. Such a reduction would allow 
the Adirondacks, in particular, to begin 
recovery. 
• A 70% cut in nitrogen oxide emissions from 
utilities, through a trading program of pollu
tion rights such as has successfully reduced 
sulfur emissions at a far smaller cost than 
that predicted by industry in 1990 ( $ 715 
million/year versus a predicted $6 billion). 
•Continuous monitoring of Adirondack 
lakes and ponds and nationwide research to 
determine program effectiveness. 
•Authority for the EPA to order deeper 
emissions if needed. 

The Adirondack Council feels the time is 
ripe for the New York delegation to move 
this legislation, before it becomes embroiled 
in presidential politicking for Midwestern 
votes in .the 2000 election. Cutting emissions 
will cost Midwest utilities money. II 



Book Review 

An Appalachian Tragedy: ·~-~ 
Air Pollution &Tree Death in the Eastern Forests of North America 

E_dited by Harvard Ayers, jenny 
Hager, and Charles Little. 

Photographs by Jenny Hager. 
Published by Sierra Club 
Review by Mitch Lansky 

~,,hen I started writing 
Beyond the Beauty Strip, 

I did not know much about the 
impact of air pollution on forests. 
I had read a few articles about 
'acid rain' in the Appalachians 
and Waldsterben ( or 'tree death') 
in Europe. I knew that paper 
companies were major air pol
luters in Maine. But I did not 
know to what extent, if any, air 
pollution was actually affecting 
forest health. 

Certainly there has been 
strong evidence of harm to 
forests from local sources, such as 
copper refineries. Some refineries 
in Ontario and Tennessee had 
'zones of death' that extended 
miles away. In response to regu
lations to clean up the local area, 
these known sources put up tall 
smokestacks, allowing the pollu
tion to be transported long dis
tances. A Reagan administration 
study, NAPAP (National Acid 
Precipitation Assessment 
Program), concluded that the 
impact on forest health from 
these remote sources was not as 
bad as some people had alleged. 
And while I was writing my 
book, Congress passed a Clean 
Air Act. So, presumably, air pol
lution was not a serious problem. 

Because I was writing about 
environmental impacts to the 
forest, I felt I ought to at least 
report on the evidence that air 
pollution might be a problem. I 
reasoned that it is unlikely that 
air pollution is a major benefit. 

What I learned was that there 
are potential problems connected 
with acid precipitation, ozone, 
excess nitrogen, heavy metals, 
and ultraviolet rays. The extent 
that they become serious prob
lems has to do with many factors 
besides pollution, including cli
mate, underlying bedrock, soils, 
and stresses, such as drought, 
cold, insects, and diseases. It is 
also influenced by the vigor of 
individual trees-i.e., are they 
dominant (and vigorous) or sup
pressed (and less resilient). This 
means that problems are more 
intense in some areas, and at 
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some times, and with some trees 
than others. 

I encountered some research 
on acid precipitation that sug
gested that base cations, such as 
calcium and magnesium, were 
being leached from the soil while 
aluminum, which can be toxic to 
plants and animals, was becom
ing mobilized. Once a certain 
aluminum/calcium balance 
occurs, trees c~n start experienc
ing calcium deficiencies, leading 
to susceptibility to other stresses. 

Some of the worst impacts 
from air pollution were being 
seen in the Appalachians and 
Adirondacks-mountains that 
were intercepting the substantial 
pollution and smog, often gener
ated in the Midwest. The symp
toms were not only in the forests, 
but in sensitive, higher-altitude 
lakes. Some researchers were 
complaining that the Clean Air 
Act was insufficient at reducing 
sulfur dioxide and severely defi
cient at reducing nitrogen oxides. 

A Forester's (G)eremiad 
I got very little response to the 
section in Beyond the Beauty Strip 
that dealt with air pollution. Did 
this mean that NAPAP was 
right-air pollution impacts to 
·the forest are a minor issue? I 

Death in the Eastern Forests of 
North America. This large-for
mat picture book is not a scien
tific tome. Instead it is an 
attempt to spell out the air-pol
lution impacts to both forests and 
regional cultures that depend on 
the forests. The book is designed 
to create sadness for the loss of 
such an essential part of the 
regional experience, outrage that 
this has been allowed to happen, 
and action to protect what is left. 

Cascading Consequences 
The book starts with an intro
duction, by the prolific T.H. 
Watkins (former editor of 
Wilderness and American 
Heritage magazines and writer of 
many . books), to the 
Appalachians as a region tracing 
both its geological and human 
histories. Ecologist Orrie Loucks 
wrote the key essay that discusses 
the various types of damage that 
air pollution is causing to trees 
and soils. Loucks gives evidence 
that different trees are susceptible 
to different types of pollution. 
White oaks, for example, are sus
ceptible to acid precipitation, 
while red oaks are more suscepti
ble to ozone damage. 

Loucks and other researchers 
found direct correlations of acid 

did, however, occasionally reports inputs with declines in soil 
from the Adirondacks and other microorganisms. Air pollution 
regions that seemed to confirm problems have occurred not only 
that air pollution is still a prob- in low-nutrient soils (due to 
lem that needs to be addressed. cation leaching), but in also in 

A year or so ago, I got a letter high-nutrient soils (due to nitro-
responding to an article I had gen saturation and ground-level 
written on Low-Impact Forestry. ozone). What is most disturbing 
In my article, I had mentioned is that Loucks has strong evi-
the Radio Horse-an ingenious dence that mortality rates have 
radio-controlled portable logging tripled over natural rates. This 
winch that used to be manufac- means that it is unlikely, if pollu-
tured in Vermont. The letter was tion remains at current levels, for 
from Gerry Hawkes, the designer our descendants to witness 400-
of the Radio Horse. year old trees. It is more likely 

When I wrote to him asking that the average tree mortality in 
if he still made them, he replied uncut stands will be closer to 100 
that he had stopped working on years. As one who has been try-
forestry issues. What is the point ing to visit our last old-growth 
of managing forests if they are remnants in Maine, I find this 
going to deteriorate from air pol- prospect very disturbing. 
lution? He was working on sys- Loucks mentions a 'cascade 
terns, such as bicycle pathways, of consequences' that stem from 
that would encourage people to pollution. Other writers take up 
use less fossil fuels. this theme. Journalist Chris 

More recently Gerry sent me Bogliano discusses the impact of 
a book and asked me to review it. pollution on other organisms, 
The book, published by the such as salamanders, fish, fungi:, 
Sierra Club, is An Appalachian and bacteria. She also cites evi-
Tragedy: Air Pollution and Tree dence of such impacts as reduced . , .. . . .. .. \ \ .. .,- .. 
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leaf decompositio'n and thinning 
of eggshells (due to reduced cal
cium) in some areas. Ozone may 
have been causing even more 
widespread impacts on plant 
health, and the health of animals 

· that depend on the plants. 
Folklorist Mary Hufford dis

cusses the impact to local human 
cultures dependent on the forests 
and the trees. Appalachian peo
ple use forest products for crafts, 
herbs, food, and game. Some of 
these uses are threatened as tree
diebacks increase and coal-min
ing exploitation wipes out natural 
forests. 

Former New York Times 
writer, Phillip Shabecoff ends the 
book with a call to action to 
sharply reduce pollution-espe
cially that heading towards the 
Appalachians. Shabecoff points 
out the sad irony that the 
Appalachians are being damaged 
by open-pit coal mines, then 
damaged again as the coal is 
burned and the pollution rains 
down on the forests and streams 
of the region. Throughout the 
book are large, color pictures, by 
Jenny Hager, illustrating the text 
or illustrating mini essays by the 
editors. 

This is not a book for those 
interested in strict scientific argu
ments, loaded with charts, dia
grams, and spreadsheets. 
Photographs of dead or damaged 
trees do not 'prove' that these 
trees were affected by air pollu
tion. For those who want such 
evidence, however, the book has 
an extensive bibliography, com
piled by William Grant. 

In his call to action Phillip 
Shabecoff emphasizes a need for 
more regulatory curbs on air pol
lution, plus a need for t_he 
Appalachian region to get out of 
its current, exploited approach to 
'development.' Shabecoff does 
not elaborate, however, how we 
as a society are going to shift 
away from a fossil-fuel growth 
economy. 

But maybe this is asking too 
much of a coffee-table picture 
book. Most people who purchase 
such books look at the pho
tographs and read the captions. 
The photographs of smoke stacks 
and dead trees certainly get the 
message of the book across. Ii 
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_ One More Bug: . 
A New Infestation in Black Spruce Plantations 

Un the 1980s, coming off of a major spruce budworm outbreak, 
some industrial landowners started planting white and black 

spruce in their clearcuts. They called the plantations 'high-yield' silvi
culture. The seven to ten thousand acres of such plantations a year 
statewide were sometimes cited as justification for the tens of thou
sands of acres of clearcuts. Future high yields were supposed to justify 
current high cutting. Landowners claimed that the plantations would 
help alleviate a predicted spruce-fir shortfall, even though the trees 
were due to mature long after the shortfall was due to begin. 

Landowners also claimed that their plantations would be spruce 
budworm resistant. Even before they started planting white spruce, 
there was already published evidence that white spruce plantations 
actually had a bad record with regard 'to budworms. One of the most 
prolonged spruce budworm outbreaks in the 1960s centered on a 
white spruce plantation in 
Qyebec. When confronted Potential Pests of Spruce 

point in the plantation rotation is higher than in more .diverse forests. 
The Insect and Disease Management Division (IDM) of the 

Maine Forest Service has discovered another bug in the industrial for
est program: the yellow-headed spruce sawfly (YHSS). The IDM 
found over 3,500 acres of YHSS damage from this insect to black 
spruce plantations in Maine- mostly in Franklin and Somerset 
Counties, but also including central Penobscot and Southern 
Aroostook. In 1997, companies sprayed around 1,100 acres with the 
broad-spectrum chemical pesticide, carbaryl-the same chemical that 
was used over millions of acres during budworm outbreaks. Twenty 
five acres were sprayed with experimental botanicals, based on neem. 
In 1998, landowners sprayed around 300 acres. 

Entomologists at the IDM informed me that, based on their 
observations, plantations most susceptible -to YHSS outbreaks are 3-
16 year old stands with more open canopies (due to herbicides and 

thinning). The most severe damage seems to be 

with this evidence some "PeSls" 
Aphids 

Anticipated Trends for 1998 
variable 

associated with heavy soil disturbance and conver
sions of hardwood to softwood. 

industrial managers argued Budmoth 

h bl k . r Budscale 
t at ac spruce, m contrast, Dwarfmistletoe 

is 'budworm resistant.' Gall aphids (adelgids) 

Both white and black Hemlock looper 
Mites 

spruce are boreal species, 
found in the vast taiga of 
Canada. They have, histori
call~ been minor species in 
the Acadian forest of Maine 
and the Maritimes, where red 
spruce and northern hard

needle miners 
Pine leaf adelgid 
Rizosphaera needlecase 
Spruce beetle 
Spruce budworm 
Twig midge 
White pine weevil 
Winter browning 
Yellow-headed spruce sawfly 

local 
locally high 
locally high 
locally high 
low 
variable 
locally high 
on pine 
low 
high coastal 
low 
low 
high 
low-moderate 
locally high 

woods tend to predominate. Black and white spruce can out-compete 
these other species, however, on poor sites or wet sites. They are, 
therefore, off-site in the richer uplands where they are often planted. 
In the poor, wet sites, the timing of black spruce budding is not favor
able to the budworm. When it is planted in richer uplands, it has a 
different phenology (i.e., it buds at a different time) and loses some of 
its resistance. 

Cybernetic Law of Entomology, The 
There are other problems that are, at this moment, more immediate 
than the vulnerability of black spruce to budworm. The Cybernetic 
Law of Entomology states that: "There is always one more bug." 
Plantations create a concentrated food supply for insects or diseases. 
Their simpler stand structure, however, offers less habitat for potential 
predators or · parasites of pests or for alternative hosts for predators or 
parasites. Since there are closely-related trees in the surrounding forest 
that may harbor pest species, the potential for some problems at some 

'--..-' ,J-., ,1 • _,, \ V ,._ '- ..._. l & 

While the degree of mortality has been 
uneven-in some cases prevented by spraying
there certainly has been reduction in productivity 
in stands that have been heavily hit. This, of 
course, messes up computer projections of future 
high yields that are used to justify heavy current 
cutting. 

Carbary! demonstrated its ability, during bud
worm spraying, to kill not only budworms, but also 
spiders, wasps, pollinating bees, moths, butterflies, 
may flies, stoneflies, amphipods, and many other 

invertebrates. It is, after all, broad spectrum. In 1985, use of carba
mate insecticides for budworm spraying was abandoned after a Union 
Carbide chemical plant in Bhopal India exploded, leading to the most 
disastrous industrial accident in the World. Thousands of victims died 
and many thousands more were impaired with blindness and other 
debilitating diseases. 

The IDM entomologists believed that the spray programs were 
successful. The YHSS is not very mobile and are less likely than bud
worms to reinfest a previously sprayed area with massive inflights. The 
entomologists do not think there will be a need for multiple sprayings 
that could, potentially, lead to resistant strains of bugs. But the YHSS 
is only one of many potential 'pests' of spruce. The object should not 
be to just find an effective chemical to kill the current pest on planta
tions. It should, rather, be to manage for stands that do not need to be 
sprayed and are not as susceptible to major economic losses.-Mitch Lansky R 
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A ·D I· R O N D -· A C K 

PARKREPORT 

BY PETER BAUER 

, ,h, Adirondack Park is a model for 
people living amidst wild areas in a way 

that's usually mutually beneficial to both. At 
six-million acres in size-bigger than the 
State of Vermont-the Adirondack 
Park contains a checkerboard of publicly 

. owned Forest Preserve lands (2.5 'million 
acres), which is managed as wilderness, and 
3.5 million acres of private lands, 2.5 million 
of which is commercially managed forests. 
The Forest Preserve is protected as lands "to 
be forever kept as wild forest" in the state 
constitution. This is the tightest wilderness 
protection in the U.S.; no timber harvesting, 
strictly limited use of motor vehicles. 
Created in 1885, lands in the Forest Preserve 
represent 85 percent of the total wilderness 
lands east of the Mississippi River. 130,000 
people make their homes and livelihoods in 
the Adirondacks spread throughout better 
than 100 communities. All land uses in the 
Adirondack Park are managed jointly by the 
State of New York through various agencies 
and departments and local governments. 
While there are many complaints all around, 
the Adirondack Park works extremely well . 
and is not only a place where people and 
wilderness systems coexist, but represents a 
successful model for large-scale 
landscape protection. Each issue the 
'Adirondack Park Report' details the 
most pressing recent issues facing 
the Adirondack Park. 

Distortion and Disinformation 

castle sports some 25 rooms. In the early 
1990s, Pieter V.C. Litchfield became a prop
erty rights advocate and helped form the 
Blue Line Council in an effort to bring 
respectability and credibility to the property 
rights movement in the Adirondacks prone 
to violence and vandalism. 

Pieter V.C. Litchfield engaged the use of 
Behan Communications, a public relations 
firm specializing in clients like Finch, Pruyn 
and Company and General Electric. Since 
taking the leadership of the Blue Line_ 
Council, Pieter V.C. Litchfield has generally 
focused on bashing the Adirondack Park 
Agency (APA) and since the election of 
George Pataki has ardently, but unsuccess
fully campaigned for appointment as an 
APA Commissi~ner. In the first months 
after the election of George Pataki, 
Litchfield, sponsored by the timber compa
nies who have good Republican bona fides, 
was actually under consideration for an APA 
appointment, but the recklessness of the 
Blue Line Council's propaganda against the 
APA undermined his viability. Apparently 
convinced Litchfield no longer has any 
chance for appointment by Pataki, the Blue 
Line Council disparaged Governor Pataki's 
purchase of the 15,000-acre Little Tupper 
Lake as 'communism.' 

ment. Why? Because these people don't 
exist! They are imaginary. They are fiction. · 
Seems they were last seen when Litchfield 
was stargazing from one of the turreted tow
ers of the Litchfield Castle. 

The Whitney family has not laid off any 
employees and no one else has lost their job. 
The Department of Environmental 
Conservation has hired three new employees 
to help manage the property. Further, after 
considerable press attention throughout the 
Adirondacks, not one person has come for
ward and said they lost their job because of 
the state purchase of the Whitney lands. Any 
statement about the loss of 35 jobs due to 
the Whitney sale is false. This reckless, com
pletely unsubstantiated charge undermines 
the credibility of all other Blue Line Council 
predictions of job loss associated with state 
protection of the Champion lands. 

The Blue Line Council goes further in 
its fear-mongering campaign to derail state 
purchase of the Champion lands. They claim 
that between 320 and 640 jobs will be lost -if 
the State of New York purchases the 144,000 
acres of lands offered for sale by Champion 
International Corporation. 

Similar to the imaginary Whitney num
bers, this predicti~n is false. To calculate job 
loss, the Blue Line Council uses both 'direct' 
jobs-loggers, drivers, foresters-and 'indi
rect' jobs-gas station attendants, waiters, 
cooks, mechanics, etc. associated with the 
Champion lands. The direct jobs are based 
upon folks who actually work in the woods 
on the Champion lands, roughly 50 such 

in the Adirondacks ~,. folks. The indirect jobs are based on a 

A property rights front, the New · 
York Blue Line Council, a group 
representing timber companies and 
development interests of all sorts, is 
leading a distortion and disinforma
tion campaign against protection by,,..,. 
the State of New York of the 
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1 'he Motorless Lakes Coalition anoe-In at Little 1 upper Latu on 
August 15 drew 300 supporters of quiet boating. 

144,000 acres offered for sale by Champion 
International Corporation. The Blue Line 
Council makes all sorts of false accusations 
and predictions about the impact of state 
protection. Nevertheless, they have garnered 
some support from some local governments 
across the Adirondacks who, similar to the 
unthinking, stonewall support among south
ern politicians for segregation in the South 
in the 1950s, have passed resolutions urging 
Governor Pataki not to protect these lands. 

The Blue Line Council is led by Pieter 
V.C. Litchfield, millionaire owner of t_he 
14,000-acre estate surrounding Litchfield 
Castle in the central Adirondacks, a neo
gothic castle built by his grandfather. The 

The Blue Line Council's Department of 
Distortion, Disinformation and Deception 
overheated when it put together a recent 
'Fact Sheet' about the impacts on the local 
economy of a possible state ·purchase of the 
Champion lands. Chief among the Blue 
Line Council deceptions is its statement that 
35 jobs were lost due to the acquisition by 
the State of Ne_w York of the 14,780-acre 
Whitney tract in Long Lake in June 1998. A 
bogus claim. After repeated requests, the 
Blue Line Council has refused to name the 
35 people who supposedly lost jobs because 
of the state purchase of the Whitney lands or 
even name their former places of employ-

The Northern Forest Forum 
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regional multiplier from these 50 positions. 
The Blue Line Council's _first deception is 
that they claim the multiplier ranges 
upwards of 12 to get to 640 jobs. One eco-
nomics professor cited in the Blue Line 
Council's literature stated he recommended a 
multiplier of just 2, hence 100 positions. 
How did the Blue Line Council come up 
with 640? 

The other big lie is the Blue Line 
Council's baseless assertion that the state is 
interested in buying the entire 144,000 acres 
for the Forest Preserve, thus removing the 
entire tract from ti~ber production. This is 
untrue. The state has no interest in purchas
ing the entire Champion lands for the Forest 
Preserve. In reality, the state has stated it is 
interested in purchasing about 40,000 acres 
for the Forest Preserve. These are the least 
valuable of timber lands. They are wetlands, 
bogs, steep mountain slopes, and river corri
dors and are cut lightly or hot at all under 
current forestry practice. Champion owns 



over 50 miles of river corridors and huge 
wetland/bog areas like the Madawaska Bog. 
Further, it has been Champion's practice to 
cut very lightly in the river corridors and 
wetlands. 

On the remaining 104,000 acres the state 
is interested in purchasing conservation ease
ments, which allows these lands to remain in 
commercial forestry. Because ody the mar
ginal, unproductive lands will be removed 
from forestry production and the best, most 
productive lands will remain in forestry pro
duction the Blue Line Council's claim of job 
loss of 320 to 640 positions is completely 
false and cannot 
possibly be sub
stantiated. Given 
the state's com
mitment to con
servation ease
ments and the 

' 
limited harvest-
mg on lands 
identified for the 
Forest Preserve, 
job dislocation is 
not a reality. 

The Blue 

There is absolutely no correlation 
between the amount of Forest Preserve lands 
in a town and job loss or economic perfor
mance. L~ok at this. The Town of North 
Elba, home of Lake Placid, is often held up 
as one of the shining examples of economic 
prosperity in the Adirondacks. Yet, nearly 80 
percent of the land in North Elba is in the 
Forest Preserve. The Town of Altamont, 
home of Tupper Lake, is often held up as 
one of the shining examples of economic 
depression in the Adirondacks. Yet, just 10 
percent of the land in Altamont is Forest 
Preserve. 

Line Council 
presents its job 
loss claims 

Environmental Extremists outnumbered Motorheads at dueling demos this 
August-see page 10 

against the backdrop of an Adirondack 
region that has been losing jobs steadily for 
many years. What numbers is the Blue Line 
Council using? When actual information is 
researched, we find that the Adirondack Park 
economy is growing. A 1994 report by the 
New York State Department of Labor and 
Rockefeller Institute of Government found: 
a) "From 1985 to 1992 employment rose by 
25 percent in the Park compared with a drop 
of 0.4 in the state and a gain of 12 percent in 
the nation." b) "Employment and payrolls 
rose faster in the Park during the recession 
years (from 1985 to 1992) than in the state 
and the nation." 

Further, the New York State Department 
of Labor has followed job growth/decline in 
Adirondack Counties since 1973. Please find 
a summary of this information below. 
As you can see the total number of jobs in 
Northern New York, which includes the 
major portion of the Adirondack Park, has 
been increasing. These numbers are especial
ly important for Hamilton and Essex coun
ties, which are completely within the 

The Blue Line Council claims that the 
state's interest in the Champion lands vio
lates state policy. The state's interest is per
fectly consistent with the New York State 
Open Space Conservation Plan. This plan, 
which was signed by Governor Pataki last 
spring, has been through three revisions and 
three sets of public hearings. In all three 
revisions both 'Working Forest Lands' and 
'Northern River Corridors' were listed as pri
ority projects. This list has been confirmed 
by Regional Advisory Committees, which 
are made up of local government officials and 
interested parties. 

The state's action to protect the 
Champion river corridors as Forest Preserve 
and the productive timber lands through 
Working Forest conservation easements is 
perfectly consistent with the state's open 
space plan. Further, during the last Open 
Space Plan public hearings in December 
· 1997, the Champion lands were the second 
most mentioned lands, after Whitney, across 
the state. The public hearings held in Glens 
Falls, Ray Brook and Lowville were over-

ADIRONDACKJOB GROWTH SINCE 1973 

COUNTY 1973 1980 1990 1997 Increase from '73 
Clinton 18,600 24,500 33,200 33,100 +77% 
Essex 10,200 12,000 14,600 14,500 +42 
Franklin 10,100 11,900 16,300 17,100 +69 
Hamilton 1,200 1,500 1,900 1,800 +50 
Jefferson 27,000 29,000 41,000 38,800 +43.7 
Lewis 4,800 5,600 
St. Lawrence 31,100 32,900 

Adirondack Park. During the same years as 
this job growth, the State of New York has 
purchased over 200,000 acres for the Forest 
Preserve and conservation easements on 
nearly 100,000 acres. 

Autumn Equinox 19-98 

6,600 6,700 +39.5 
38,700 40,100 +28.9 

whelmingly dominated by those supporting 
land protection generally and protection of 
the Champion lands specifically. 

The Northern Forest Forum 

Is the Blue Line Council KillingJobs? 
One Blue Line Council member, 
International Paper Company, has sold over 
40,000 acres to the State of New York since 
the mid-1980s. Using Blue Line Council 
numbers, International Paper has eliminated 
between 90 and 180 jobs. Is ,the Blue Line 
Council killing jobs? Why is it that a timber 
company that is a member of the Blue Line 
Council can sell land to the state, but others cannot? 

IP's land sales have not killed any jobs. 
The tough fact for the Blue Line Council is 
that state land acquisition in the 
Adirondacks is responsible and appropriate 
and that only the most marginal of forest 
lands are added to the Forest Preserve and 
the most productive lands are protected by 
conservation easement if the landowner so 
desires. In fact, International Paper created 
the model for the Champion land sale when 
it gave 2,710 acres to the state in 1992. In 
this gift 12 miles of the Raquette River· cor
ridor was given as Forest Preserve. 

The Blue Line Council also talks about 
declining Adirondack communities and a 
bleak future of ghost towns because the state 
is buying up too much land. Based on infor
mation from the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and Clinton and Warren County 
Planning offices, the North Country has a 
growing population: 

ADIRONDACK POPULATION CHANGE 
COUNTY +/-% 1969 1993 
Essex +8.9 34,700 37,800 

Franklin +11.1 44,100 49,000 

Hamilton +12.7 4,700 5,300 

Herkimer -1.3 67,600 66,700 
Lewis +15.6 23,700 27,400 

St. Lawrence +2.8 112,200 115,400 

COUNTY +/-% 1970 1990 
Clinton +17.8 72,934 85,969 
Warren +39.6 42,402 59,209 -

Once again, it's important ·to look at 
both Essex and Hamilton counties, which 
are both completely within the Adirondack 
Park boundary. Further, it's important to 
note that New York State's population was 
18,241,391 in 1970 and in 1990 it was 
17,990,778 a drop of 1.3%. As of July, 1997 
the state's population was estimated to be 
18,137,226, still down from the 1970 level. 
From these figures it's quite evident that the 
northern New York and Adirondack counties 
have been growing at rates far better than the 
State of New York overall. 

The Bottom Line: Responsible, Appropriate, 
Beneficial State Land Protection 

The Champion land sale represents a great 
opportunity to provide new public recre
ational opportunities, protect sensitive habi
tat, and maintain important commercial for
est lands. These are all important goals for 
those of us concerned about the future of the 
Adirondack Park. Plain and simple, the state 
purchase through Forest Preserve and con
servation easements is an investment in the 
Adirondack Park, its economy, environment 
and rural quality of life. 

Continued on Page 10 
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Interview 

Living with Leviathan: 

Crees Seek Nationhood in (Hydro) Qyebec 
D n this third and concluding 

ins~allm:nt of an interview 
· with Bill Namagoose and 

others (see Forums v. 6, # 5 & 6 

Flooding a Nation to Feed a 
Market & Quebec's Crees & Trees 

Under Siege) of Quebec's Cree 
nation, Pamela Prodan and 

Namagoose discuss the politics of 
Quebec and energy de-regulation on 
all sides of the border. They also 
· discuss those borders and the 

question of sovereignty ... Bill 
Namagoose has been Executive 

Director of the Grand Council of 
the Cree since 1988. He advo

cates far aboriginal rights and 
environmental protection of the 

Cree homeland of Eeyou Astchee. 

Pamela Prodan (PP): A lot of 
people I know think that 
Hydro-Qµebec is being kept 
at bay and it is hard to con
vince them that this is not the 
case. 

Bill Namagoose (BN): 
Hydro-Qµebec gets its gre;it- . 
est · motivation from the 

hunger of the Americans for 
more energy. The projects 
they're promoting - they're not 
saying they need them for 
Quebec. They say they are 
needed to sell to the 
Americans. The American 
people, especially in New 
England states, need to be 
aware that they are pawns for 
Hydro-Qµebec. "Deregulation 
is coming and we can sell to 
any American utility or cus
tomer in the states" and "they are 
really, really power hungry." 
That's the image being portrayed 
in Canada. 

PP: I think Maine people are 
particularly gullible. The econo
my has been very bad in Maine. 
In parts it never made a real 
recovery. So when Premier 
Bouchard came to Maine in 
March, and made it sound as if 
there would be all sorts of new 
economic links and opportunities 
between Maine and Qµebec, that 
sounded very attractive to politi
cians. But I don't know that they 
were necessarily talking about 
buying energy from Qµebec. 
Instead, they might like to think 
of Qµebec as a new market for 
Maine products. So if there was a 
friendly reception in Maine, I 
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think it was based on misconcep
tions about what Qµebec really 
intends to use Maine for. 

BN: In Canada, Bouchard's trip 
was seen, especially in the French 
media, as successful. And that 
Maine people and New England 
people were open to the possibil
ity of Quebec separating from 

JAMES 
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that debate. We brought the 
issues up. What does separation 
really mean? What does it mean 
to a nation? What is a nation? 
Who is a nation? What is a 
province? Who are Qµebecers? 
And do they constitute a natiori? 
Who has the right to self deter
mination? The separatists say 
they have the right to self-deter-
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Canada - they were sympathetic 
to Bouchard's plan, not to eco
nomic development. I think 
Bouchard will use his connec
tions to sell more electricity and 
Maine people have to be aware 
that their thirst for energy is 
being used as the rationale for 
building more dams in indige
nous lands in Canada. 
PP: What is the Qµebec govern
ment's position on indigenous 
people's rights, or should I ask is 
there a position? And can you tell 
whether Jean Charest would have 
any different position if he were 
to be elected premier? 

BN: The present government in 
Qµebec is a separatist govern
ment. Their raison d'etre is to 
separate from Canada and we 
have intervened to participate in 

QUEBEC 

The Province of 
Ou9bec covers an 
area of almost 
600,000 square 
mllea, which la 
equal to the entire 
eastern seaboard of 
the United States 
plus Alabama, 
Tenneasee, 
Kentucky and Ohio. 

mination, and that right to 
self-determination only belongs 
to them. It doesn't belong to the 
Cree, the Mohawk people, the 
Algonquin people or the Micmac 
people. They claim that right for 
themselves, yet then deny it to 
the Crees. So it's a self-pro
claimed right for themselves that 
they deny to others. 

PP: Do you think that the future 
of the Crees turns on who is in 
power at the provincial and the 
federal level? 

BN: Either we've got Hydro 
among us or separatists in gov
ernment, that's the cycle we've 
had for the past thirty years now. 
Jean Charest is now going to be 
the new leader? He made some 
statements that French 

Quebecers have' the right to 
self-determination. We agree 
that there is some kind of nation 
there and they have a right to 
self-determination. But they 
can't dictate where their borders 
should be. They can't dictate to 
other nations who they should be 
politically associated with. It's 
not up to them. It's other nations 
that will decide whether they 
have the right to self-determina
tion. Jean Charest said that Cree 
and other nations have the right 
to self-determination. 

PP: Well, that's a little encourag
ing. 

BN: But Charest is not a sepa
ratist, he is a nationalist, and he 
will become more nationalist. In 
order to become premier of 
Quebec, you have to become a 
nationalist. And you have to fight 
federalists, even if you're a feder
alist yourself. 

PP: He changed hats? 

BN: He has to. 

PP: Do you think you will 
become involved in the campaign 

.in anyway? 

BN: No, we don't get involved in 
election campaigns, but we get 
involved in referendum cam
paigns. 

PP: In New England we like to 
think we have a fair amount of 
local corttrol because every small 
town has an annual town meet
ing when we vote on the budget 
and planning issues and ordi
nances. But in most of our 
towns, there is always a contin
gency of people who want to cut 
back on what government does, 
so we really don't,- get a lot 
accomplished on the local level if 
is going to cost money. 

BN: Do you call these people 
republicans? 

PP: Most of them are 
Republicans, although in Maine 
there can be more unenrolled 
people than in either party, and 
they think of themselves as being 
independent of either party. 

BN: We have Cree local control 



also, or national self-determina
tion. In fact, the Crees are now 
into this stage whereby we are 
trying to set up a Cree national 
government. We have nine local 
communities where we have a 
political union through the 
Grand Council. But we don't 
have a national government and 
that's what the Crees would like 
to get organized. It's only a few 
decades that we actually have 
administered communities. This 
raises a new concept for us. We 
used to be nomadic people and 
the only type of administrative 
control we had was family lands 
or family hunting grounds. It was 
one person who was usually the 
best hunter or best leader who 
was the leader of a group of 
traplines, they were the bosses. 
The Cree communities sprar,.g 
from the fur trade. If you look at 
all the community sites, they 
used to be where the Hudson 
Bay posts were, located at the 
biggest gathering spot of the 
Crees. 

PP: In the United states, there 
are property rights people, and 
they are very individualistic and 
they don't want to share in the 
community structure or govern
ment. They may be happy to take 
care of their own families, but 
the property rights people would 
see any- kind of greater govern
ment involvement in the affairs 
of the community as a really bad 
thing. They're quite vocal. 

BN: We have some of those peo
ple too! This would be a territor
ial government that would gov
ern the Cree traditional territory, 
that's our ultimate goal. And of 
course the biggest obstacle will 
be some of our own people and 
of course the Quebec govern
ment and the federal govern
ment. But it has to be done if the 
Crees are to protect themselves 
from the political revolution 
going on in Quebec and else
where. They cannot stay on the 
reserves. If we stay on the 
reserves we don't have very much 
of an economic future. 

PP: There's not much of a 
resource base? 

BN: No, there isn't much. All the 
resources are on the traditional 
territories. The reserves are actu
ally two percent of our traditional 
lands. We have hunting rights 
around the reserves, called 
Category II lands, but we don't 
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have any economic rights on 
that. Our traditional lands gener
ate in terms of hydro sales, three 
and a half billion dollars a year. 
And forestry and mining opera
tions generate about two billion a 
year. So that's five and a half bil
lion a year from our traditional 
lands. But yet we are portrayed in 
Qyebec and Canada as a burden 
on government. You know - the 
funding that we do receive from 
them is a burden on them. They 
remind us every day. But yet our 
land generates so m~ch money. 

PP: It generates money for the 
Qyebec economy? 

BN: Oh yes. And just on the tax 
called the G ST, goods and ser
vices tax, it's applied on every 
resident's hydro bill and goes to 
the federal government. The fed
eral government generates over 
300 million dollars, just having 
the computer generate t4e seven 
percent tax on the hydro bill. 
They don't have to do anything, 
they don't have to provide ser
vices, just the computer calcula
tion and they get the revenue 
when Hydro-Qyebec sends them 
the check. So, our land is so rich 
in environment and resources, yet 
we are marginalized and we don't 
benefit from those. The only way 
we benefit is what we are able to 
negotiate, or what we fight for, or 
whatever compensation we get. 
We don't want to be compensat
ed. Compensation implies that 
something terrible has happened 
to you, therefore you should get 
compensation. It's true, some
thing has happened to our lands 
and our people have been dis
placed, therefore they get com
pensation. It's not honorable to 
get compensation, there's no 
honor or dignity in that. The 
word compensation is demean
ing, it's degrading. 

PP: So you would rather have 
more control over what develop
ment does occur and how it 
occurs? 

BN: Yes, we would like to con
trol it and at our own pace, 
because we know the hunting 
and fishing way of life may not 
sustain us forever, because of 
development impact. As our 
population increases, there has to 
be alternatives to th.at economy. 

PP: What about the Innu? Are 
you working at all with the Innu? 
They've really been hit hard late-

ly with Hydro-Qyebec's plans 
for Lower Churchill. · 

BN: Yes, I've had several meet
ings with Daniel Ashini and I 
know Peter Panash. But we 
haven't met with Katie Rich, the 
Innu's chie£ Daniel Ashini is the 
land claims negotiator and I met 
some of his people in Ottawa. 
They wanted some pointers on 
the Great Whale campaign and 
how it was done, and what they 
should concentrate on. 

Basically the advice we gave 
them was go after the consumers, 
in this case it would be maybe 
the Americans. Try to get an 
environmental impact assessment 
done. It can be used as a tool to 
derail tbese projects. , Churchill is 
a second phase. There's already 
been damage done, there's 
already a project there, built in 
the 1960s. 

Some of the Innu were 
telling me that when the project 
was being built, nobody told 
them, didn't bother consulting 
them or even compensating 
them. One year they went back 
onto their land in the fall to start 
up their winter lodges as they did 
for thousands of years. And all of 
a sudden the river started rising 
where they were camped out. 
Hydro-Qyebec had blocked the 
river, finished the dam and start
ed filling up the reservoir. They 
had no decency and no compas
sion about it, didn't even inform 
the Innu and just started flooding 
them out of their land. That 
behavior is still pretty strong in 
some of these people who run 
these utilities. 

PP: You've mentioned going 
directly to consumers in the U.S. 
to get their support? I agree that 
is probably the route that has to 
be taken now with deregulation. 
For example in Maine, there is 
never again going to be a pro
ceeding that is going to_ look at a 
Hydro-Qyebec contract. It's all 
going to be done through private 
companies that are going to sup
ply consumers directly. It's no 
longer going to be possible to ask 
government to intervene and it's 
going to take a different type of 
strategy. 

BN: For us, deregulation is a 
double-edged sword. It would be 
positive in that Hydro-Qyebec is 
a giant monopoly, a state monop
oly and could crush any of your 
small utilities down here if they 
wanted to. They would have 
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mar et. om1nat1on. e ma e 
these presentations to FERC in 
Washington,that Hydro-Qyebec 
should not be allowed into the 
New England market because of 
their sheer size. And now there's 

' .a discussion of maybe breaking 
up Hydro-Qyebec. It's just at the 
discussion stage, nothing formal. 
So that's one aspect of it-that 
Hydro-Qyebec may not be able 
to compete because of their size, 
and because consumers will have 
lots of choices. I don't know what 
kind of choices they will have, 
but consumers must inform 
themselves. 

Then the downside is that 
there will be no more of these big 
targets, the Maine contract, the 
Vermont contract or New York 
contract. We are lucky we had 
these huge targets, the Vermont 
and New York contracts. Of 
course, Maine canceled their 
contract before the .Crees became 

. active. It became sort of an 
example, it inspired a lot of peo
ple. It could be done. What you 
did in the No Thank Q 
Hydro-Qyebec group inspired a 
lot of our work in Vermont and 
New York. We still have to go 
after the public for them to be 
educated about the source of 
electricity. 

PP: Do you think that the Crees 
will become more active and 
again build up a presence in the 
U.S.? 

BN: When we were fighting · 
Great Whale, it took a six year 
battle. It was very intense. A lot 
of people paid high personal 
costs as did the Cree nation as a 
whole. About nine million dol
lars was spent on that campaign. 
And that was just the Crees' 
expenditures. It's a high cost, and 
that is what we told the Innu: it's 
a very high cost campaign to 
undertake, just to be in the public 
when you are a small group. 
Because we were under threat, 
that's why there was high visibili
ty. But we'll remain active in the 
states, not at as high level as we 
were when there was an immedi-, 
ate threat to Cree lands. And 
hopefully we will be able to take 
part in the public debates and 
become a participant in the 
debates. Ii 



More Hydro Quebec News 

Supreme Court of Canada Confirms Cree 
Position on Unilateral Secession 

{4ugust 20,1998, Ottawa} comment on the Court's 
choice not to address in detail 
Aboriginal peoples' status and 
rights at this time. In this 
regard, we accept the Court's 
explanation that such elabora
tion is not presently required 
since the judgment notes that 
our concern is precipitated by 
unilateral secession, which the 
Court firmly rejects. 

"The Crees have always 
said, and I 

Energy Quiz No. 5 
Qyestion 1: What percentage 
of the United State's electri
cal r.ower was generated by 
fossil fuels in 1996? 

Question 2: What percent
age is predicted will be gener
ated by fossil fuels in 2020? 

Answers: 

1. 66.5% 

2. 82.6% 

Source: U.S. Department of Energy. 

rand Chief Matthew 
Coon Come provided 

this morning an initial reaction 
to the judgment of the 
Supreme Court of Canada on 
the Reference re. Secession of 
Qyebec. "We are pleased that 
the Court has confirmed what 
the James Bay Crees have 
always argued, namely, that 
Quebec authorities have no 
right under Canadian or inter
national law to effect the 
secession of Qyebec unilateral
ly," the Grand Chief 
explained. 

say agarn 
today, that 
the Cree 
people can
not be 
forcibly 
removed 
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The Grand Council of the 
Crees intervened in the 
Supreme Court Reference case 
to prevent the forcible inclu
sion of the Cree people and 
Eeyou Istchee, the Cree terri
tory, into any future sovereign 
Quebec. The Crees seek to 
participate in all aspects of the 
secession debate. 

Today's judgment high
lights the importance of our 
rights and concerns. The 
Court emphasizes the impor
tance of the submissions made 
by the Crees and other aborig
inal intervenors. In particular, 
the Court notes that this 
includes "defining the bound
aries of a seceding Quebec 
with particular regard to the 
northern lands occupied large
ly by aboriginal peoples." 

We have been asked to 

~..._,~ 

from Canada without our con
sent," Grand Chief Coon 
Come reiterated when he 
spoke to the gathered press in 
the foyer of the Supreme 
Court in Ottawa. 

In any future negotiations, 
the Sup 1e Court underlined 
that they must be 'principled' 
and that the protection of our 
fundamental Aboriginal and 
treaty-rights 'reflects an impor
tant underlying constitutional 
value which must be respect
ed." 

"In any future negotiations 
on Qyebec secession," Grand 
Chief Coon Come empha
sized, "the Crees will have to 
be at the table." II 

God Situated 
Vermont to 

T r a n s m i t P o w . e r 
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Editorial Comments: The 
U.S. Department of Energy 
also predicts that renewable 
energy generation in the U.S. 
will drop from 22.3% in 1996 
to 8.8% in 2020. Something 
is terribly wrong with this 
picture, painted by our own 
government. Just consider the 
pollution caused by the burn
ing of fossil fuels. Why isn't 
the government recommend
ing that everyone_ who can 
afford it install solar water 
heating systems and photo
voltaic arrays on homes and 
businesses? Could it be that 
our government expects fossil 
fuels will continue to receive 
the hidden subsidies that they 
have been receiving all along? 
Subsidies including wars 
fought for so-called 'strategic 
reasons;' public subsidies for 
construction of ports, high
ways and other fossil fuel 
transportation infrastructure; 
eminent domain for pipe 
lines and electric lines; and 
last but not least, the exter
nalize costs of fossil fuel pol
lution to human health and 
the environment. How about 
some assistance for people 
instead of the fossil fuel cor
porations? (If you don't think 
fossil fuels are subsidized, 
please explain why gasoline is 
cheaper than bottled water.) 
-Pamela Prodan R 
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Adirondack Park Report 
continued fron1 p.1gc 7 

Canoe-In for Wilderness 
A new coalition of environmen
tal groups, Adirondack outfit
ters, boat builders, and guides 
formed the Motorless Lakes 
Coalition. The first action of this 
coalition was the Canoe-In for 
Wilderness on · the newly 
acquired Little Tupper Lake on 
August 15th. The Canoe-In was 
designed to focus attention on 
the wide support for motorless 
recreation and a motorless desig
nation of Little Tupper Lake by 
the Department of 
Environmental Conservation 
(DEC). Over 300 people in over 
170 canoes, guide-boats, row
boats and kayaks participated. 
This event dwarfed a rally held 
Of). the same site two weeks later 
attended by just 80 people advo
cating for motorized use of the 
property. 

At the Canoe-In DEC rep
resentatives distributed a flier 
stating it would recommend 
either a Wilderness, Primitive or 
Canoe designation for Little 
Tupper and the surrounding 
lakes and ponds. All three desig
nations prohibit motorized use 
of the property. All lands in the 
Forest Preserve receive a recom
mendation from the DEC to the 
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) 
for a land classification. Roughly 
half the Forest Preserve in the 
Adirondack Park is zoned as 
Wilderness and the other half is 
Wild Forest. 

Generally, though· not 
always, Wilderness lands have 
no roads, less trails and fewer 
fixed structures, such as lean-tos. 
Wild Forest areas have roads 
available for motorized use and a 
more extensive trail network. 
There is one significant Canoe 
Area, the St. Regis Canoe Area, 
and other lands zoned as primi
tive, which is a less stringent 
classification than Wilderness, 
but tighter than Wild Forest. 
Less than 1 percent of the total 
Forest Preserve is zoned for 
campgrounds and other state 
facilities. 

Once land has been classified 
by the DEC a Unit 
Management Plan (UMP) is 
written detailing how the area 
will be managed. The APA must . 
approve all classifications and 
UMPs. The DEC is expected to 
make a formal recommendation 
to the APA at some point this 

fall. R 
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Tales of the True North 
Book Review 
True North 
by Elliott Merrick 
UniversityofNebraska (reprint 1989) 

The Long Crossing 
and Other Labrador Stories 
by Elliott Merrick 
University of Maine Press 1992 

by Alexis Lathem 
In the year 1929, Elliott Merrick 
quit his advertising job in New 
York City and went to Labrador. 
At that time, Labrador was 
more remote than Alaska, before 
its first road, mine or hydro-elec
tric dam, and was inhabited only 
by the indigenous people and the 
tiny scattered fishing and trap
ping communities along the 
coast. Merrick volunteered at 
the Grenfell Mission in North 
West River and then traveled 
up the Grand River with his 
wife, Kay, and a Labrador 
trapper. His account of this 
journey, True North , is a 
record of a vanished way of life 
and a vanishing landscape, 
which, if it weren't for 
Merrick's books, might have 
disappeared without a trace. 

The Grand River, re
named Churchill by its devel
opers, was harnessed in the 
late 1960s, and mt.1ch of the 
land traversed by Merrick now 
lies submerged beneath an 
immense, sprawling reservoir. 
The Grand Falls, described in 
Merrick's book, was one of the 
world's great cataracts, taller than 
Niagara, whose 316 foot · plunge 
created a booming thunder that 
echoed for miles around, and · 
whose perpetual spray enveloped 
the area, creating a kind of horu
riant arctic rainforest. Merrick 
was one of the few white people 
to ever see the falls; that so stun
ning a geological phenomenon 
could have been harnessed with 
so few to witness (let alone 

-oppose) its disappearance, is a 
testament to Labrador as a terra 
incognita. While Niagara and 
other spectacular cascades have 
become icons of the sublime, the 
Grand Falls was being measured 
for its potential horsepower. 
North America's largest hydro
electric project, Churchill Falls, 
transfigured the landscape 
beyond recognition, and erased a 
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history and culture we find so 
vividly recorded in Merrick's 
books. 

The opening passages of True 
North, in which the author 
expresses the sentiments that led 
him to turn his back on the so
called civilized world, represent a 
classic expression of the spirit 
that lead Thoreau to Walden 
Pond-a rejection of urban and 
suburban culture and their asso-' 
ciaied economics of alienation. 

Who wants a little box 
of a house in a suburb, a 
Ii ttle wife, a little car 
with a little garage to put 
it in, and little hope? 

covered valleys. The life of the 
Labrador trapper makes the life 
of the New England 'rugged 
individualist' look soft. 

Instead, the comparison with 
Jack London comes to mind: 
Merrick is Thoreau without his 
cranky moralism and London 
without the cruelty of his Social 
Darwinist ideology. Merrick, 
unlike London, writes about the 
landscape like one in love, in a 
rapture of natural description. 

How can we be anything 
but happy, breathing the 
icy air, skimming down 
the river feeling strong as 
steel, watching the sun-

Churchill River, formerly the Grand, Summer 1998 

Shall I live enmeshed in 
such a hopelessly orga
nized society that I am 
dependent upon and 
helpless before a butcher, 
a baker, a politician, a 
judge, a president, an 
industrial boom, an 
international trade 
arrangement, a 
European imperialist, 
and a wobbly foreign 
exchange? All this is not 
so much to me as the fall 
of one autumn leaf. 
The comparison with 

Thoreau falls away after the first 
several pages of True North: 
What we find is the spirit of 
Thoreau but set in a far more 
powerful landscape, where the 
individual's spiritual and intellec
tual groping for a renewed ethical 
relationship to the natural world 
disappears in a natural drama of 
blizzards and white-outs, of rag
ing rivers and endless spruce-

rise come. The sky is 
bright, penetrating blue, 
growing in intensity. The 
tops of the valley catch 
alight with gold and 
mauve. Slowly the color 
and light steal down the 
slopes, painting the miles 
of treetops and cliffs and 
snowbanks till only the 
surface of the river lies 
somber. Suddenly, the sun 
like a searchlight stands 
on a mountain and the 
river is a carpet of gleam
ing gold dust, rippled 
with purple hollows. We 
cast long violet shadows 
and we feel like dancing 
and yelling. 
Merrick once said about his 

stories that throughout his narra
tives "weaves the thread that 
'man is great but nature is 
greater'." And that the function 
of a highly developed ·civilization 
should be to lead men closer to 
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the heart of the world, not fur-
h " t er away. 

In the whirl of drifting snow, 
in the intense physical strain and 
ache, in the keen concentration 
required to maneuver a rapid, the 
human spirit achieves a kind of 
purity," burnished clean like the 
snow-covered hills by the ,sun. 
This is the reality Thoreau 
craved but only glimpsed from 
his pastoral garden. It is what 
Buddhists call Truth, but 
Merrick, impatient with philoso
phy, refers to in a rapture of land-
scape description. . 

I wonder, however, if Merrick 
in his later years found some 
confirmation of his views in the 
school of deep ecology. Merrick's 
characters are the disciplined, 
intrepid Labrador trappers, but 
they are not the central charac
ters to his stories; they diminish 
into tiny black dots on a vast 
snowy landscape, overwhelmed 
by the drama of the river freezing 
and thawing, sunsets painting the 
white hills in brilliant mauves 
and crimsons, or the northern 
lights wisping across the sky and 
softly exploding like an over-ripe 
rose. 
True North was Merrick's first 

book, and it is, after all, a travel 
diary. It is his later stories col-

. lected in the recently published 
The Long Crossing and other 
Labrador Stories, that Merrick 
achieves a mastery of his craft. 
Without Words, one of his most 
widely printed stories, is a story 
of a white trapper who, angered 
at an Indian who has allegedly 
taken a precious bag of flour 
from his tilt, hunts him down 
intending to slay him. Through 
the story, the Indian is a silent 

· presence in the landscape, as he 
is throughout Merrick's writings. 
The trapper's blood-thirsty anger 
is finally quenched by the 
Indian's silent act of kindness; 
the Indian, in the end, turns out 
to be superior 1n ethical maturity 
as well as in his keenness as a 
hunter, who always senses his 
pursuer with eyes in the back of 
his head. The story contrasts the 
Indian's ethic of sharing with the · 
trapper's clumsy incomprehen
sion, a difference that under
scores the tensions between 
Indian and trappers. 

continued on page 27 
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Coastal 
Waters 

OCEAN WILDERNESS ONSHORE 
,,,bile efforts to designate 

offshore marine reserves 
in the Gulf of Maine 

continue apace, Coastal Waters 
Project has been reviewing alter
nat ives fo r creating mar ine 
wilderness areas in inshore 
waters along the Maine coast. 

Top priority for potential 
sites are those areas where fish
ing is already prohibited or 
sharply restricted . Such areas 
include comm,ercial shipping 
navigation lanes that extend 
from offshore shipping routes 
through state waters and into 
port, port zones themselves 
(Parts of Portland's inner harbor 
have some of the highest com
plexity of living underwater 
habitat of the entire Maine 
coast) . 

Both Casco Bay and 
Penobscot Bay have recognized 
shipping lanes, within which oil 
tankers and other commercial 
ships stay during their transits of 
state waters. Fishers have 
learned that setting nets or traps 
within these areas puts their gear 
at risk, and already generally 
keep their equipment out of 
these areas. 

Penobscot Bay's vessel route 
may soon be formally recognized 
by the US Coast Guard and 
entered onto official navigational 

PICKLED BAY 
The Coastal Waters Project 
brought dangerous pollution 
conditions at the Gen_eral 
Alum and Chemical Corp alu
minum processing plant on 
the shore of Penobscot Bay's 
Stockton Harbor to the atten
tion of the Maine DEP earlier 
this year. Under pressure from 
the Project, the state has 
required the company to 
removed thousands of gallons 
of oily poisonous waste from a 
crumbling holding tank 
perched precariously above the 
bay. 

· Numerous other problems 
plague the bayfront industrial 
site, however: thousands of 
tons of acidic aluminum ore 
waste still line the shore and 
are leaching into the water 
column and seafloor; roofing 
material has blown from the 
site' s oldest buildings onto the 
shoreline tidal flats, effectively 
clam-proofing them with a 
subsurface impermeable layer; 
the company continues to 

charts; Casco Bay's already is . 
While the state has so far been 
loath to protect any of its sub
merged public resources from 
commercial and recreational 
exploitation, the areas identified 
as navigational lanes will make 
an important first step - one that 
can be seen as a safety precau
t ion as well. The 'Cat '-the 
hydroplaning high speed cata
maran cum gambling casino 
rushing from M_;iine to Nova 
Scotia has already run down and 
killed at least one Canadian fish
erman. The CAT and other 
shipping vessels follow pre
scribed sharply limited routes. 
Why NOT turn these routes 
into-no fishing zones? Human 
lives could be saved, not to men
tion a part of the Gulf of Maine 
marine ecosystem at least gain
ing a respite from centuries of 
relentless pounding by the fish
ing industry. 

Coastal Waters Project is 
working on a proposal to the 
Coast Guard, the agency that 
creates such shipping regula
tions, to designate areas off the 
Maine coast, including inside 
Casco Bay, Penobscot Bay, and 
the approaches to Cobscook Bay 
for this liberating designation. 
Stay tuned. Ii _ 

spew illegally high levels of 
acids from its 'stormwater' 
drainages. Maine environmen
tal regulators have a to-do list 
for the company to deal with 
these and other problems. The 
company wants nothing to do 
with the list, which only rec
ommends, not requires, that 
these cleanups take place. 

To bring persistent scruti
ny and pressure on this com
pany, evidently the worst pol
luter of Penobscot Bay, the 
Coastal Waters Project has 
stimulated the creation of a 
local citizens Group 'F.I.S.H.' 
Friends In Stockton Harbor. 
At the group's first meeting, 
concerned local residents got 
to know each other, saw a dis
concerting video of conditions 
at the General Alum site, and 
voted to organize themselves 
to exert enlightened steward
ship over their small, but 
important part of Penobscot 
Bay. M 1re meeting will fol
low; General Alum' s days of 
casually poisoning the coast 
are numbered. Ii 
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Gulf of Maine's Marine Wilderness Areas Short List 
by Ron Huber 

l}ide ranging network of 
scientists, advocates and 

enlightened commercial and 
recreational fishing interests, and 
increasingly, members of the 
public are now promoting the 
first series of marine parks and 
wilderness areas in the gulf of 
Maine and on the various sub
merged seamounts and banks 
that make up its bor
ders. 
GOMMPAP[Gulf 
of Maine Marine 
Protected Areas 
Project] has recently 
developed two inter
esting research prod
ucts; a GIS database -
of existing coastal 
and marine protected •~ 
areas, and other areas "~· ,t 
that provide protec- ~ __ · 
tion for natural biota · · -~~ 
based on conserva- ·-:"-

Maine, including the major can
didate areas proposed by scien
tists, conservation organizations, 
fishers organizations and govern
ment agencies. Sites have been 
officially nominated through 
government channels, or have 
grown out of informal discus
sions or scientific analyses. Each 
has its own partisans and likely, 
its detractors. The next two years 
should be very interesting indeed, 

Island NB to Brier Island, NS, 
and south to include Grand 
Manan Island, Machias Seal 
Island, and portion of Jeffrey's 
Bank and Mount Desert Island. 
Size: approximately 700 square 
nautical miles. 

3. Cape and Banks Biosphere 
Reserve. Nominated by the US 
and Canadian Biosphere Reserve 
Selection panel, this gigantic 

,.., .•-........~-
t. fi h .,,., ~ ~ -~ ,.~ . ~ 
10n or 1s ery . -;;..-- .._.::~· ·-:.,._,.., .. ~ _. ~- .... ~< _ _ · ... 

restrictions, and a list -t:.:-· _ ,,,,~ ~~...,...,,- ........._ ~- """· A _ _ .;•.~,,.,.!-;·-· · -....... ' . 

~:rt:a~~::::;~e:~~~ ~~H,j.~ · ~~·;:-~. -~ .. ~~-~~~ ~~~~-~ - ~:~ ·,. 
area designation in The Clam Digger. Photo courtesy of Maine Department of Marine Resources. 

the Gulf. The data is 
not yet available to the public, 
though a narrative summary of 
much of the data can be seen. 
Consult the Gulf of Maine 
Council's website, www.gulfof
maine.org for details. 

In union with other data 
compilations that have been 
finalized or are underway, includ
ing the various fish assemblages 
making up the marine fish com
munities of the Gulf and geolog
ical seafloor mapping that reveals 
the principal types and arrays of 
seafloor habitat throughout the 
Gulf, the GOMMPAP GIS of 
existing protected regimes will 
move the designation process 
forward, by allowing for an eval
uation of these existing protected 
areas and a determination of 
whether they are effective or 
their present configurations 
should be modified or even aban
doned as inappropriate. The GIS 
data will eventually be available 
on the Gulf Council's website, as 
noted above, and available as well 
as paper maps. 

NEW SITES 
In addition to what protected 
areas already exist, GOMMPAP 
has _zeroed in on the following 
sites for potential marine protect
ed area designation in the Gulf of 
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as the struggle to free some of 
the Gulf from exploitation moves 
into high gear. 

TOP CANDIDATE AREAS 
(Note: varying amount of infor
mation available about each pro
posal at press time). Contact the 
Coastal Waters Project at 
(207)594-5717 or by email 
<coastwatch@acadia.net> or by 
postal mail at CWP, 418 Main 
Street, Rockland ME 04841 for 
additional information. 

#1 Hague Line Marine 
Protected area. Nominated by 
Martin Willison and Richard 
McGarvey, Dalhousie University, 
Nova Scotia. 
Location-five kilometers on 
each side of the ICJ boundary 
(the Hague Line} separating 
United States and Canadian 
Waters. Approximately 2,000 
square kilometers in size. 

2. Fundy Maine Biosphere 
Reserve. Nominated in 1986 by 
the United States and Canadian 
Biosphere reserve selection panel, 
under the UNESCO Man and 
Biosphere Program (MAB). 
Location: Entire mouth of the 
Bay of Fundy, from Campobello 

~ 

reserve would encompass roughly 
180,000 square miles of the 
Scotian Shelf, portions of the 
Cape Cod, Georges Bank 
ecosystem, protecting a wide 
variety of marine inhabita~ts. 
Stellwagen Bank and include 
both human use and non-human 
use regions. 

4. Mary's Point/Shephardy 
Point, Shignecto Minas Basin. 
Nominated by the World 
Wildlife Fund Canada, pursuant 
to the RAMSAR convention in 
September of 1997. Extensive 
seabird breeding areas. 

5. Browns Bank/Baccaro Bank. 
Nominated in 1995 by the 
Commission on National Parks 
and Protected Areas of the 
IUCN in cooperation with the 
Great Barrier Reef marine Park 
and the World Bank. Location: 
two large submerged banks in the 
Northern gulf of Maine. An area 
of upwelling nutrient, rich deep 
water. Specially important area 
for northern right whales, a 
major breeding population of 
gray and harbor seals, also resi
dents there. 
6. Deer Island. Nominated by 
the Commission on National 

The Northern._Ii Q-r.f!St. .f' PP41P.. . .. , .. ~.._-.. ..__""__,.. _._ 

Parks and Protected Areas of the 
IUCN in 1995. Would Protect 
marine biodiversity within the 
Acadian biogeographic zone. No 
further information available. 

7. Midcoast ·Maine. An IUCN 
site based on the following US 
National Marine Sanctuary Site. 

8. Midcoastal Marine National 
Marine Sanctuary. Nominated 
by the NOAA Resource 
Evaluation Team in 1989. 
Extending along the Maine coast 
from the southwestern edge of 
Penobscot Bay to the eastern 
edge of Casco Bay. Would sup
port and protect more than· 100 
bird, fish, shellfish and marine 
mammal species. 

9. Sea Urchin Research 
Conservation Zones. Nominated 
by a Maine Sea Urchin Zone 
Council in the spring of 1998. 
Location: midcoastal Maine 
region. (Specific locations to be 
announced) Purpose: to deter
mine the behavior of unfished sea 
urchin populations. 

10. Port Joli. No·minated by the 
Port Joli Conservation Society, 
pursuant to the Canadian Oceans 
Act in 1996. Location: South 
shore of Nova Scotia between 
Shelburne and Liverpool in 
QJieens' county. Size undeter
mined. Subject to local and 
municipal decision. 

11. Grand Manan Basin. 
Nominated by the Canadian 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans (DFO), m 1996. 
Location: in the water of the 
Gulf of Maine east of Grand 
Manan Island Purpose: Protect 
humpback, Fin and Right whale 
habitat, feeding grounds for a 
variety of birds and fish. NOTE: 
location is presently designated 
as a northern Right whale sanc
tuary by DFO as a focus of 
Atlantic Canada's right whale 
recovery Program. 

12. Cape Sable and Off Shore 
Upwelling Nat-ional Area of 
Canadian Significance. Also 
known as Roseway Basin. 
Nominated by Parks Canada in 
1992 under the National Parks 
Act. Would protect a persistent 

continued on page 31 
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Public LandsPolicy pp. 14-21 

For People or Planet? 
F orest conservation is an area where 

blue bloods, blue collars, rural people 
and city people have traditionally 
made common cause. Not to put too 

much of a gloss on history however-preser
vation efforts have also run counter to popu
lar will and economic interests, too. 

supporting public purchase of paper compa
ny lands. 

The argument for preservation has 
admittedly cosmopolitan roots, in the sense 
that the Canada goose is cosmopolitan, a 
world traveler. The world is in a spasm of 
extinctions, driven by deforestation and eco
nomic devaluation of Nature. Conservation 
biology as well as values, and ethics argue for 
core areas of undisturbed forest to restore 
species and natural communities. 

works for local communities. In the long 
run, this ought to be a more viable approach1 

economically and ecologically, than scraps of 
wildlands in a sea of even-aged forest. 

The next few pages offer a look at several 
different inititiatives in public land manage
ment, as well as a cautionary view from the 
president of the Vermont Land Trust. From our own region's perspective, where 

paper company ownerships have been de
stabilized by over-cutting on millions of 
acres and are available for public purchase, 
the question of what is best on public land 
elsewhere has some relevance here. For 
many, however, what happens on public land 
elsewhere may influence how they feel about 

We have frequently made the argument 
in these pages for a conservation strategy 
based on both wilderness and a low impact 
forestry-and a sustainable economics that 

Ultimately, we have to ask our readers
where do you stand? Should all logging end 
on National Forests? Should public land be 
acquired for non-commercial purposes only? 
What model of conservation would work 
best in the Northern Forest? Please let us 
know what you think! 

Zero-Cut: Campaign to End Logging on National Forests 
by Mick Petrie 

Native Forest Network Northeast 
Forest Campaign Coordinator 

Un the last ten years, over 
100,000 acres of publicly

owned roadless wildlands have 
been lost to industrial logging in 
Idaho alone. Vermont, with one 
of the most heavily roaded 
National Forests in the nation, 
has seen continued incursion of 
logging roads in spite of the 
Forest Service's promise "to give 
the lowest priority to .building 
roads which are solely needed to 
accommodate vegetative man
agement practices." 

Widespread outcry over 
wholesale liquidation of public 
forests through clearcutting has 
prompted the Forest Service to 
do little more than use substi
tute terms such as 'shelter-

d, ' al' woo , or overstory remov · . 
Sincere efforts by the Fores~ 
Service at reform are often 
thwarted by members of 
Congress who receive large 
campaign contributions from 
rapacious corporations. 

How have we allowed our 
National Forests to be plun
dered by the timber industry, 
and how can we save the last 
remaining forests from 
exploitation? 

Protection of the Forest 
Reserves 

The late 19th century saw a 
growing movement of conserva
tionists seeking to retain some 
lands in public ownership. This 
was prompted by a reaction to 
severe environmental deteriora
tion and economic instability 
caused by migratory industries 
exploiting and abandoning whole 
regions in . their westward drive. 
In 1891, Congress endorsed the 
idea of maintaining some land in 
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public ownership, and managing 
it in the public's interest, 
although most of these forests 
were on inaccessible land which 
was only marginally productive. 
Protection of federal forests was 
established, and no cutting of 
timber, grazing of animals, or 
removal of any other natural 
product was allowed. 

Industry interests quickly put 
pressure on Congress, and by 
1897, an appropriations rider 
opened the forest reserves to 
resource extraction. Significant 
logging on public lands didn't 
occur until after World War II 
when capitalist ideology 
demanded maximum conversion 
of resources as a moral impera
tive. Clearcutting replaced selec
tion cutting, and a massive road-

building program was begun. 
The Forest Service developed the 
bureaucratic structure wherein 
"getting the cut out" was a 
requirement for promotion, and 
conservation and restoration 
were ignored. The National 
Forests are still required to meet 
the needs of wilderness, wildlife, 
recreation, and clean water, while 
satisfying the demands of extrac
tive industry. When conflicts 
arise, however, they are often 
resolved in favor of industry. 

Legislative efforts to curb 
destruction of forests and wildlife 
have included the Wilderness 
Act, the National Forest 
Management Act, and the 
Endangered Species Act, but 
these haven't stopped continued 
roadbuilding and unsustainable 
harvests on our National Forests. 
And the 'salvage rider', passed by 
the 104th Congress, opened for
merly protected areas to logging 
in defiance of all environmental 
laws. This has given rise to Zero
Cu t, the campaign to end log
ging on public lands. 

The Economics of Subsidized 
Timber 

Only 3. 9% of our nation's 
timber production comes from 
federally owned forests. -In 

Vermont, the figure 
is even lower, with 
only 1.1 % of the har
vest coming from 
National Forest. 
Nearly half of the 
wood cut is used for 
single-use shipping 
pallets which are 
then land-filled, and 
about 1/3 is used for 
pulp. This relatively 
small percentage of 
annual wood use still 
adds up to 3. 7 billion 
board- feet per year 

cut on our National Forests. 
When compared to the 6bbf 
annually used in packaging, use 
of National Forest wood could be 
eliminated by combining alterna
tive materials, improved recy
cling, and demand reduction. 

The federal timber program 
operates at a net loss. In 1996, 
the most recent year for which 
figures are available, the timber 
sale program cost $791 million, 
and returned $0 to the treasury. 
This pays for roadbuilding, tim-
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ber-sale planning and adminis
tration, and restoration. Industry 
apologists often say that timber
sales would be profitable except 
for environmental litigation, but 
this accounts for only about 6% 
of the budget. Not included in 
this accounting are environmen
tal damages, diminished or dete
riorated water supplies, and loss 
of recreational opportunities 
which all result in greater societal 
costs. 

Roadbuilding ·and mainte
nance accounts for a significant 
portion of the annual budget, 
with the Forest Service now list
ing about 430,000 miles of roads, 
having newly discovered 70,000 
miles of roads which they had 
not previously reported. 

Even as the Forest Service 
creates new roads, they fall fur
ther and further behind on main
taining existing roads. Congress 
has failed to approve $500 mil
lion in funds to repair invento
ried roads. This can happen 
because restoration funds are 
approved separately from funds 
for timber sales. Deteriorating 
roads with washed-out culverts 
can have a negative impact on 
water quality, and alter patterns 
of water flow. Roads also lead to 
habitat fragmentation, and loss 
of interior-dependent species. 

By subsidizing the harvest of 
National Forest timber, the gov
ernment forces private landown
ers to overcut their land to com
pete. Ending logging on public 
lands will encourage better man
agement of private timber lands 
as we seek to achieve sustainable 
timber production. 

Jobs are often cited as a rea
son to continue timber-sales on 
federal land, but because of 
mechanization, jobs continue to 

Continued on Page 19 
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· Conservationists Call for a 
White Mountain National Park 

(Press Release of the New 
Hampshire Sierra Club and the 

Conservation Action Project) 
September 9, Concord, NH-· 

llwo conservation organiza
tions today announced the 

kick-off of a campaign for the 
creation of a White Mountain 
National Park (WMNP). This 
would be done by transferring 
the management of the White 
Mountain National Forest 
(WMNF) to the National Park 
Service. 

The primary management 
emphasis of the National P~rk 
Service is the preservation of nat
ural values. Presently, the Forest 
Service management allows log
ging, including clearcutting, road 
construction, and development 
within the boundaries of the 
WMNF. 

"We believe that making this 
area a national park is the best 
insurance for protecting its val
ues, including clean water, 
wildlife, and wildness," said 
David Carle, executive director 
of the Conservation Action 
Project. "While the Forest 
Service has done a good job 
restoring the forests of the White 
Mountains, we are now ready to 
go to the next level-that of pre
serving the area for our children 
and children's children." 

Until the mid 1860s, the 
region known as the White 
Mountains was owned by the 
State of New Hampshire. The 
State sold its land holdings to 
private logging interests for pen
nies an acre. By 1903, intensive 
logging and forest fires were 
causing floods and droughts that 
were impacting the towns and 
cities along the Androscoggin, 
Saco, Connecticut and 
Merrimack Rivers. Citizens 
started calling for the area to be 
protected, possibly as a national 
park or forest reserve. 

In 1911, legislation known as 
the Weeks Act-authored by 
John Weeks, a U .S. 
Congressman representing the 
Massachusetts 12th D istrict
authorized t he Feder al 
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Government the right to pur
chase land for the protection of 
the headwaters of navigable 
streams and rivers. The result 
was the creation of the White 
Mountain National Forest. 

The purpose of a National 
Park is to conserve the scenery 
and the natural and historic 
objects and the wildlife for the 
enJoyment of future generations. 
The Forest Service is governed 
by a multiple-use doctrine that 
allows the agency to log, build 
roads, and graze national forest 
lands while also offering some 
recreation opportunities. To pro
tect and preserve this nation's 
most outstanding areas, many 
national forests were re-designat
ed as national parks including 
Grand Canyon, Olympic, Rocky 
Mountain, Grand Teton, Kings 
Canyon, and North Cascades. 

"For more than 100 years, the 
White Mountains of New 
Hampshire and Maine have been 
one of the primary recreation 
areas in the United States. In 
1893, more than 250,000 people 
visited the area; 1939 the Whites 
saw more than 3 million visitors. 
Today more than 7 million visi
tors enjoy the natural glory of the 
White Mountain region," said 
Carle. "The primary purpose of 
the area is not resource extraction 
but recreation and opportunities 
to better the quality of life 
through clean water, clean air, 
and a natural landscape. The 
National Park Service has exten
sive expertise implementing 
comprehensive visitor-oriented 
management. The Forest 
Service's primary function is log-. ,, 
gmg. 

The Forest Service's manage
ment of the White Mountains 
has been under attack for a num
ber of years. According to the 
agency's own documents, the 
public has criticized the amount 
of clearcutting, the continued 
loss of tax money on the logging 
program, and the failure to pro
vide adequate recreational facili
ties. The Forest Service claims it 
lost more than $88 million in 
1997 on its logging program 

nationally, while the General 
Accounting Office places the 
amount closer to $300 million 
per year. 

"While the Forest Service has 
worked to bring back the forest 
to the White Mountains, its log
ging, road construction, and 
wildlife management programs 
are now mimicking the very 
destructive activities of the past 
that resulted in the creation of 
the WMNF," said Ellenberger. 
"There are now more than 500 
miles of roads on the forest
equal to driving from Concord, 
NH to Washington, DC. The 
landscape of much of the region 
is littered with ugly clearcuts, 
looking like a battered checker 
board. The Forest Service has 
gone beyond restoration and is 
now using destructive practices." 

"The National Parks are, 
under our existing system of 
laws, almost the only large areas 
that are by law required to be 
permanently kept in a natural 
condition and protected from 
exploitation," said Carle. "We 
need to look at the needs and 
requirements of today's society. 
By making the White Mountains 
a national park, we will be pro
viding a solution that promotes 
and complements the priorities 
of the communities, the National 
Park Service, and society togeth-

" er. 
The process of transferring 

the White Mountain National 
Forest to the National Park 
Service will be a multi-year cam
paign and will require an act of 
the U.S. Congress. 

The New Hampshire Chapter 

of the Sierra Club is one of the 63 
national chapters of the Sierra Club. 
Contact David Ellenberger, 603-
244-8222 

The Conservation Action 
Project is a non-profit membership 

organization, dedicated to restor
ing, preserving, and protecting the 
natural heritage of New England 
through education, advocacy, and 

grassroots empowerment. Contact 
David Carle, 978-448-9395. r.a 
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Allagash Wilderness Update 
by Davi4 Hubley of the Allagash Alliance 

~lifter 32 years, the management riiJI plan for the Allagash Wilderness 
Waterway is nearing its final 

stages. The process began in the March 
of 1996 and has been two years in the 
making after much debate both on the 
part of the Allagash Advisory Committee 
and the Bureau of Parks and Lands, and 
also by the public in three meetings held 
during May of 1998 in various locations 
around the state. 

By far the most controversial subject 
has been the desire by some for easy 
vehicular access to this area that is man
dated by law to be managed for maxi
mum wilderness character. The spot of 
contention is John's Bridge located at the 
north end of Eagle Lake (AWW). It has 
never been an authorized access point in 
the Waterway's 32 year history. In the 
early 1980s, the gate on the road leading 
to it was removed due to increased log
ging traffic and people started using it as 
an access point because it was there and 

convenient. 
In the mid 1980s, the then Bureau of 

Parks and Recreation 'closed' it or rather 
proclaimed it was not a legal access point 
due to numerous complaints about 
upwards of 40-50 vehicles being parked 
on it, creating a traffic hazard. People 
traveling long distances for the fabled 
Allagash wilderness canoe trip encoun
tered, in the middle of their trip, a verita
ble bee hive of modern mechanized activ
ity. 

Another area of concern is the bridge 
over Allagash Stream near Little Allagash 
Falls. The Bureau of Parks and Lands 
has, thus far, wisely stuck to their guns on 
keeping John's Bridge closed, but they are 
under extreme pressure by a few individu
als who have business interests in the 
immediate area and by the Sportsman's 
Alliance of Maine, whose philosophy, 
stated by George Smith is that 'it's all 
about access.' 

During the management plan process 
the Bureau of Parks and Lands received 
approximately 225 different letters 
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regarding the plan. Of these, 17 specifi
cally requested John's Bridge be opened 
compared with 185 that stated the desire 
for no new vehicle access to the Allagash. 
The general tone of these letters was that 
the Allagash was supposed to be the 
exception rather than the rule. The bal
ance was somewhat general or from folks 
in the Allagash Village area wanting to 
preserve their accustomed spots along the 
north end of the river and continued use 
of motors. Oddly enough, the use of up 
to 10 hp motors from Lock Dam north 
was never really seriously questioned by 
the Advisory Committee even though 
rumors were started to the contrary. 

In 1973, the original Advisory 
Committee created a document known as 

• the 'Concept Plan.' This Concept Plan 
had an introduction and policies section 
that stated emphatically that 
"Management of the natural resources 
and of the users of the (Allagash) 
Waterway shall be in accordance with 
wilderness policy. Management shall cre
ate the optimum wilderness experience 
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possible by controlling or. regulating the 
user so as to not unduly disturb or upset 
the natural environment of the 
Waterway.'' 

This plan still had a firm grasp of 
what the original intent was in the cre
ation of the Allagash. Coupled with the 
removal of existing camps and burning 
down of buildings along the waterway, the 
direction of the Allagash Wilderness 
Waterway was clear at that time. After 
being created, this plan was effectively 
shelved and ignored. The current AWW 
manager, Tim Caverly, (hired in 1981) 
was never told of its existence. He found 
out about it in 1983 by accident from a 
Bureau engineer. The contrast between 
the current plan and the 'Concept Plan' is 
immense. The final form of the current 
plan will effectively reflect the attitude of 
the current Bureau of Parks and Lands. 

In another development, Tim 
Caverly, AWW Supervisor waited until 
the end of the last public meeting after 
everyone from the public had finished in 
order to avoid influencing the opinion of 
others. He then gave his idea as to what 
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the AWW is intended to be. After 18 
years of service and talking directly with 
countless AWW travelers, it would seem 
that a person in his position would have 
some grasp of why a majority of people 
come to the Allagash. For this simple act 
he received a written reprimand. Given to 
Caverly by Bureau Director Tom 
Morrison in May, the reprimand prompt
ed a Maine member of PEER (Public 
Employees for Environmental 
Responsibility), based in Washington, 
D.C., to write and complain about the 
Bureau's actions. PEER has investigated 
and prepared a legal challenge if the repri
mand is not rescinded internally. 

Having served on the advisory com
mittee, I heard a few people say that per
haps a compromise could be reached. In 
the case of the AWW, a comparison 
between the original intent with actions 
taken to achieve it, and the current 
Bureau management attitude ('it's just 
another state park') and the unfinished 
plan, indicate that the AWW probably 
can't take any more 'compromises.' 

Maine has one of only two intact 

'wilderness water' corridors left in the 
entire country. It is a proven economic 
fact that this type of experience is one 
people will travel to get. It is acknowl
edged as a significant economic factor in 
Minnesota where they take a serious atti
tude about economic diversity of natural 
resources. In addition to the mandate of 
law, it makes sense to take the wilderness 
character of the A WW seriously when we 
already have thousands of other places 
that offer the more conventional forms of 
modern recreation. Most people who 
want to go north must enter from the 
south, spending money as they go. We 
should offer them as many reasons to do 
that as possible. Maine is a large state 
where these different kinds of recreation 
can coexist and .5erve as a solid foundation 
for a strong economy. We can have both. 
Is the State of Maine up to the challenge? 

The Allagash Alliance may be contacted 
at: R.R. #1 35 Tall Pines West Buxton 
Maine 04093. ~ 
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Public Lands Policy 

A Practitioner's Philosophy of 
Environmental Monitoring 

by Stephen Lewandowski 

[I 0 MONITOR,' from the Latin monere 
(' to warn') is defined as "to watch, 

observe or check, especially for a special pur
pose ... " (Webster 's N ew Collegiate 
Dictionary). All these definitions imply the 
use of our perceiving faculties. Some • 
questions of perception are as old as 
philosophy itself: can we trust our 
perceptions, and is there more or 
less than we perceive? 

For some purposes, monitoring 
need be nothing more than flose 
observation of our surroundings or 
ourselves. We have many ti':mls to 
aid us in making a clearer or closer 
view of what we perceive: eyeglass
es , micro-or tele-scopes, cameras 
and spectrometers, but the process 
of attention and observation is the 
same throughout. We have devel
oped ever more powerful tools to 
help us observe and store, analyze 
and interpret our observations. 

We make a mistake, however, if 
we allow our tools to dictate the 
process of observation, or mistake , 
the new perspectives they add for .~ 
something other than the fruits of 
observation. Observation itself can 
be powerful without the addition of 
tools. After all, the domestication of 
animals and selection of major food 
crops was accomplished by people with very 
few tools but with a high capacity for observa
tion (Carl Sauer, Seeds, Spades, Hearths and 
Herds, 1952). Though we don't fully under
stand the process they followed, we live in a 
world of their making. 

In our times, a major scientific discovery 
resulted from close observation. Barbara 
McClintlock received a Nobel Prize more than 
forty years after her discovery of transposable 
or 'jumping genes' in corn plants. 
McClintlock, whose era dictated that she 
would be trained as a botanist rather than a 
geneticist, used her powers of observation and 
a few basic tools to unravel a genetic mystery. 
She says a scientist must have the patience to 
"hear what the material has to say to you," the 
openness to "let it come to you," and especial
ly, "a feeling for the organism" (Evelyn Fox 
Keller, A Feeling for the Organism: The Life 
and Work of Barbara McClintlock, 1983). 

Refraining from using most available tech
nology in favor of close, long-term and caring 
observation of 'the other,' McClintlock says 
her scrutiny yielded a response from the 
other-in her case, corn plants-and the 
plants became her teachers. She says, "No two 
plants are exactly alike. They're all different, 
and as a consequence, you have to know that 
difference. I start with the seedling, and I 
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don't want to leave it. I don't feel I really know 
the story if I don't watch the plant all the way 
along. So I know every plant in the field. I 
know them intimately, and I find it a great 
pleasure to know them" (Keller). Initially dis
missed by the scientific community because of 
her unorthodox methods, McClintlock was 

critical that we keep the horse before the 
cart-stay in touch with the basic elements of 
observation even as we employ an array of 
tools. Without the important goal (and con
nection) of understanding and protecting our 
home, there is a threat that our technology 
may alienate us further from that teaching 
presence. By bringing hands, heads and hearts 

-

to the task, we may 
arrive at the com
bination of humili
ty, knowledge and 
wisdom required 
to protect and 
restore our home. 

If monitoring 
is so fulfilling and 
important, why 
isn't it done both 
more often and 
effectively? A hint 
of a problem with 
environmental 
monitoring 
appears in the 
Latin root monere, 
'to warn.' 
Warnings are often 
unpopular and 
appear in the con
text of situations 
well-advanced in 
controversy (Aplet, 
ms.). 

Camp, Lake Umbagog, Maine. September 27, 1896. Photo by William Brewster. 
Environmental 

monitoring thus 

eventually recognized for her contribution to 
the field of genetics. 

What does this example have to teach 
those of us who are considering an organized 
program of environmental monitoring (or who 
are seeking to modify an existing program)? 
First, we are advised to· check our means, our 
faculties and our perceptions, then to set goals 
and select tools appropriate to the goals. 
Second, we are taught that if we are sufficient
ly perceptive, humble and lucky, we may hope 
that 'the other'- watershed, forest, mountain 
or creature- will come forward to teach us. 
McClintlock suggests that we cannot compel 
the other's approach but we can cultivate our 
readiness and receptivity. Further, she affirms 
that the relationship between knower and 
known will translate into feelings of concern 
and attachment. 

Her testimony is a powerful answer to the 
question: 'Why monitor?' We pay attention in 
order to learn and to form these attachments. 
We are taught, and we define a place as our 
home on the basis of such attachments, 
though they may be so familiar as to have 
become totally transparent to us. 

Monitoring allows us to take a fresh look 
at our home, the earth. Tools change our per
spective, freshen our view, and invite our 
reconsideration of what is known, but it is 
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becomes linked 
with disagreement, and attitudes toward mon
itoring may be colored by the emotions 
attending conflicts. Often, we presume the 
news will be bad, and sometimes there is a 
tendency to shy away from any news at all. In 
so far as environmental monitoring carries the 
potential of delivering bad news ('your well is 
polluted'), there is a powerful disincentive 
working against monitoring programs. Even if 
we could overcome the fear of bad news, cost 
restraints, new demands on personnel, con
cerns about privacy would remain. 

Many have regarded monitoring as an 
onerous form of environmental work. Clearly, 
it lacks the appeal of the broadside or mani
festo. Equally certainly, it forces the account
ability for actions and inaction on public offi
cials (Aplet, ms). Monitoring can have differ
ent meanings for different people in different 
contexts. It seems unlikely that the apparent 
conflicts of the admonitory and contemplative 
functions of monitoring will ever be neatly 
resolved. Probably tensions will rise and fall as 
one side or the other gains ascendancy, and it 
may be that each requires the tension provided 
by the other for completeness. Ii 

Step~en Lewandowski lives in Canandaigua, 
New York. 
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Wisconsin Citizens Propose Brule 
· Forest Restoration Plan 

A model far citizen action in the Northern Forest 

DI riends of the Brule River 

and Forest in northern 

Wisconsin have written a 

restoration plan for a river valley 

rich in natural and human histo

ry. 
The 40,000 acre Forest 

stretches along the Brule River 

from its upland scrub, bog and 

barren origins to boreal forest 

along Lake Superior. It was a 

natural canoe route utilized by 

early voyageurs and fur traders 

presumably introduced to it by 

Ojibwa taking advantage of a 

convenient portage to St. Croix 

River drainage. 

Subsequent human activity, 

principally an 1890s logging 

boom removing hundreds of 

millions of board feet, and re

newed _ clearcl,ltting today, have 

done much to degrade the for

est. 

To be fair, a 4,000 acre gift 

from a Mr. Frederick K. 

Weyerhauser helped establish 

the state Forest for posterity. 

The Brule's early reputation for 
'millions' of large 'mountain' 

brook trout also led to the estab

lishment of a :fishing lodge tra

dition that helped lay the basis 

for later conservation efforts. 

Restoration efforts date from 

at least a 1906 article calling for 

bringing "back to its original 

conditions the fairest river of the 

northwest, the Bois Brule." 

Weyerhauser's gift was originally 

intended to ultimately reflect 

pre-settlement forest but both it 

and subsequent additions to the 

state forest have been managed 

on a silvicultural basis despite 

occasional calls for focusing on 

the valley's aesthetics and recre

ational assets. The silviculture 

subsequent to the last forest plan 

is based on even-aged manage

ment with strict rotation cutting 

applied across the forest. Thus, 

the old growth component of 

the forest has been eliminated, 

and as yet no provision made for 
its re-establishment. 

The Friends of the Brule 
propose that the Forest be man
aged as: "a unique and much
treasured sanctuary which, 
although it will be managed by -

several use categories, must still 
be considered as an integral 
whole. In the new Master Plan, 
the ecology of the Brule Forest 

. should be restored, to every 
extent possible, to its original 
pre-settlement tree cover for the 
protection of the watershed and 
for the continuing improvement 
of the biodiversity of species 
within the area. This Forest, 
which has unique and previously 
unrecognized ecological fea
tures, rare historical significance, 
and a fragile trout stream, needs 
the very special management 
that is now available with the 
new master planning regula
tions." 

Among its specific recom
mendations, which are further 
detailed in sectio!ils relating to 
the seven management areas of 
the Forest, the Friends have 
called for restoration of native 
plant communities to a "position 
of predominance throughout the 
entire Brule Valley," that logging 
be limited to restoration efforts, 
particularly in plantations that 
could be restored to natural, 
mixed stands. The Friends pro
pose management on the basis 
of regarding the Forest as an 
integral whole with the goal of 
restoring old growth functions 
and processes. 

Predicting a minimal impact 
on local timber production by 
withdrawing the Brule's 40,000 
acres from such management, 
the Friends also see the restora
tion of the Brule's natural beauty 
and resources as a valuable addi
tion to the area's regional tourist 
economy and an extension of 
the area's "solitude, tranquillity 
and closeness to pristine nature." 

For citizens of the Northern 
Forest seeking to influence the 
course of public land manage
ment in the direction of a net
work of ecological reserves, the 
Friends of the Brule restoration 
plan for 40,000 acres provides an 
excellent model. 

For more information or to 
request a copy of 'The Historic 
Brule Forest- A Plan for 
Restoration,' please write Friends 
of the Brule River and Forest, 
POE 146, Brule, WI 54820. ~ 
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Zero Cut 
continued from page 14 

fall even as the timber harvest 
increases. Recreation, hunting, 
and fishing have a far greater 
economic contribution than log
ging. The Forest Service has 
predicted that by the year 2000, 
recreation, hunting, and fishing 
will contribute 31.4 times the 
income, and create 38.1 times 
more jobs than logging on 
national forests. Previously tim
ber-dependent communities in 
the Pacific Northwest found that 
jobs and income increased as 
environmental protections 
improved. 

National Strategy 
The goal of Zero-Cut on public 
lands can only be achieved by a 
wide range of strategies. 
Coalition building is the most 
important, finding strength in 
the common concern for our 
forests, and believing that we 
can succeed in this campaign. 
We have conducted canvasses 
and petition drives, and coordi
nate speaking tours and slide 
shows to continue education 
about logging on national 
forests .. 

At the core of this campaign 
is the McKinney- Leach Bill, 
H.R.2789, The National Forest 
Protection and Restoration Act 
introduced in Congress last year. 
This bill continues to gain co
sponsors, and we maintain a 
strong presence in Washington 
to support the bill. Features of 
the bill include an immediate 
end to the timber sale program, 
an ecological restoration pro
gram, redirection of logging sub
sidies to local governments, and 
provisions for worker retraining. 
The bill promises to save at least 
$300 million annually. 

The campaign is also litigat
ing every timber sale nation
wide. Federal law requires that 
public lands be managed for the 
highest net public benefit, and 
our current logging program 
fails to meet this requirement. 
Zero-Cut is also attempting to 
reform the Forest Service and 
Bureau of Land Management by 
participating in all planning 
processes for these agencies. 
Ultimately any attempt at demo
cratic reform will be enhanced 
by removing corporate influence 
from the decision - making 
process. The campaign is work
ing with USPIRG on this goal. -

Finally, less waste and better 
efforts at recycling could easily 
replace the woo,d products that 
come from our national forests. 
Demand reduction is an impor
tant part of this campaign, and 
we are working with WooJ Use 
Reduction Clearing House and 
ReThink Paper. 

Local Campaign 
The Northeast doesn't have the 
same awareness of National 
Forest logging as the West, and 
we of ten find people who are 
unaware that most of our forests 
are unprotected. Educatio~ and 
high visibility campaigns that 
receive media attention will help 
to change this picture. 

Local emphasis is to contin
ue to gather support within the 
environmental community. 
Vermont Sierra Club for exam
ple, now opposes any commer
cial logging on the Green 
Mountain National Forest. 
Involvement in social activism 
often provides opportunities to 
introduce new people to forest 
issues, and to see the similarities 
between struggles for social jus
tice and environmental defense. 

Native Forest Network holds 
a Forest Activist Training Week 
each June where we work on 
direct-action skills and provide a 
forum to discuss the philosophy 
behind forest protection. Native 
Forest Network continues to 
oppose all local timber sales, 
with Kearsage and Lamb Brook 
getting most of the media atten
tion. We recently organized A 
Day far Lamb Brook where over 
50 activists met local community 
members for a series of work
shops on neo-tropical songbirds, 
black bears, old-growth, and for
est history. Everyone who 
attended gained new wisdom 
and the determination to pre
serve this area. 

At the Forest Reform Rally 
held recently in New 
Hampshire, most speakers gave 
support to zero-cut, recognizing 
the necessity of this policy, and 
realizing that it can happen with 
everyone's support. We welcome 
you to join our campaign. 

For more information: 
Native Forest Network 

P.O. Box57 
Burlington, VT 05457 ~ 

802-863-0571 
nfnena@sover.net 
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Public Lands Policy 

Two Roads Converge in the Woods: 
Forest Industry & Conservationists Have Common Interests 

By Darby Bradley 

I lhere has been a troubling 
air of polarization in 

Vermont in recent months, often 
with little listening or apprecia
tion for another point of view. 
This has been the atmosphere , 
surrounding forestry issues of 
late. 

economy, especially in rural communities. It 
employs over 8,000 people, three-quarters of 

pany owned forest land as, a hedge against 
supply. When one industrial owner sold a 

large block of land, it was usually 
purchased by another industrial 
owner, and there was little change in 
use. Now, with land values higher, 
stockholders demanding greater div
idends, and Wall Street demanding a 
higher return on investment than the 
forest can productively sustain, these 
rules no longer apply. Many of the 
large industrial owners have already 
left Vermont, and most of the 
remaining are in the process of leav
mg. 

Who will replace these owners? 

Representatives of the 
national 'Wise Use' movement 
were in Vermont in June, whip
ping up passions against per
ceived 'no use' environmentalists. 
Public listening sessions on 
Vermont's Forest Resources Plan 
degenerated into opposihg 
points of view, usually stated in 
the extreme. A number of envi-

Jim McLeod and his big buck on September 30, 1897. Lake Umbagog, Maine. 

Will the new owners be interested in 
long-term forest management, or is 
conversion to other uses somewhere 
in the picture? Will they continue 

ronmental organizations have advocated a 
halt to all timber harvesting in the Green 
Mountain National Forest. Associated 
Industries of Vermont (AIV), which repre
sents many large forestland owners, has 
been on the warpath against the National 
Forest Stewardship Act, which would pro
vide money to purchase conservation ease
ments to keep land as working forests. 

The Forest Resources Advisory Council 
(FRAC) and others have made efforts in 
recent years to foster more dialog between 
different interest groups. For a time, there 
was success. AIV, many of its member com
panies, and moderates within the environ
mental community hammered out an agree
ment to address the problem of large-scale 
liquidation harvests, which threaten, in the 
long run, not only the forest resource but 
the forest products industry. That compro
mise was the foundation for the 'heavy cut
ting' legislation adopted last year. But since 
the conclusion of FRAC's work, old pat
terns have reappeared. 

Causes for Concern 

Photo by William Brewster. 

ARVID BAKER'S NIGHT 

IN THE HECTOR WOODS 

Because, ... ar·· 90, .h;••·~·~s ·rto· .. longer charg~p····•••····•··•·•···••···•··•••••···•···•I••••••••• 
for a hunting licehse; li~ took it free .. 
as a gift fr()m the ;tate. Ih fact, 
he carried a gun along on the hunt 
though hiscane -yy:as of more use. > 
They sat hin1 at ~ .. corntr <l the .. woods; 
below a gully, where a deer might run, 

There is some basis for industry's concern 
about public land acquisition. Many people 
in the wood products industry believe that 
the principal purpose for creating a national 
forest in Vermont was to provide a timber 
reserve to stabilize the wood supply, and 
that that purpose has now been forgotten. 
They see the U.S. Forest Service's reduc- .._ _____ .....,....., ........................................................... _... 

tions in the 'allowable cut' on federal lands, 
and calls by some groups to limit or stop har
vesting in state and national forests, as further 
evidence of an effort to lock up all public 
lands. Is it any wonder that some industry 
groups oppose further additions to public 
lands, especially if the land is good for grow
ing timber? 

Their concern is underscored by the 
knowledge that the forest products industry is 
a very important component of Vermont's 

,_ ,_/!agt.20 

whom are in secondary manufacturing. Most 
work in small companies doing skilled jobs. If 
our goal is sustainable communities, we can
not afford to ignore this sector of Vermontis 
economy. 

The Impacts of Changing Ownership 
It is easy to say that government and land 
trusts should stay out of the woods, and let 
private land ownership continue as it has in 
the past. But the patterns of ownership are 
changing, and changing rapidly. 

It used to be that a forest products com-
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the tradition of open public access for hunting 
or snowmobiling, or will these activities be 
seen as a potential 'profit center' to be avail
able to the highest bidder? 

There is no assurance that things will 
remain the same. We cannot expect investors 
to pay development-value prices, and keep 
the land in timber production over the long 
term, if they canit generate a fair return. 

The Case for Listening 
Conservation easements, which clearly state 
timber production as a goal, can insure that 
the land will not be subsequently developed. 
They can also include access rights for hunt
ing; fishing, snowmobiling, and other forms 
of public recreation. And, if the land trust is 
purchasing the easement, a forest land invest
ment will be more attractive to the person or 
company who is interested in long-term, sus
tainable timber production. 

The people and communities who depend 
upon the forests for their livelihoods and 
well-being have a great deal at stake in what 
the land conservation movement does, and 
whether it succeeds. The conservation com
munity has an equally large stake in the suc
cess of the forest products and tourism indus
tries, as well as in the manner they operate 
their businesses. We will not achieve our 
respective goals by arguing extreme positions 
and not listening to the real concerns of oth
ers. We need moderation, tolerance, and dia
logue. Without understanding and compro
mise, Vermont's forests will see few winners. 

Darby Bradley is president of the Vermont 
Land Trust, a statewide organization which 
recently partnered with the Vermont chapter of 
the Nature Conservancy in purchasing the Atlas 
timber holdings {see Northern Forest Forum v. 6 
#3). He has also served as the chair of the Forest 
Resource Advisory Council, which is periodically 
activated by the Vermont legislature to develop 

farestpolicy. B 
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Public Lands Policy 

National Forests for 
Wildlands Protection 

by Jim Northup 

,., few days ago, a friend asked me if I 
thought the United States Forest 

Service was likely to substantially down-size 
or eliminate the timber programs on the 
Green and White Mountain National 
Forests. She had read about the proposals to 
eliminate all commercial logging on the 
National Forests and to convert the White 
Mountain National Forest into a National 
Park and thought they were interesting, but 
far-fetched. 

Without hesitation, 
I answered that change 
is inevitable and it is 
bound to happen soon. 
If the agency does not 
substantially and volun
tarily reform its timber 
program then it could be 
forced to eliminate it 
completely. It seems 
much more far-fetched 
to think that the Forest 
Service would be 
allowed to continue a 
timber program that 
hemorrhages red ink 
year after year while 
destroying deepwoods 
wildlife habitats, back
coun try recreation 
opportunities and out
standing wild lands
public assets that the 
agency acknowledges as 
being scarce and pre
cious. If the USFS tim
ber program were a pub-
licly held corporation, 
the stockholders would 
have fired all the top executives years ago. 
Reform is overdue. 

Individuals and groups calling to limit or 
stop logging on public lands do so with good 
reasons. 

National Forest timber programs are losing 
money-lots of money. The USFS timber 
program lost about 200 million dollars 
nationwide in Fiscal Year 1995 according to 
official government calculations. The 
WMNF timber program lost about $1.6 mil
lion ($763/acre cut) and the smaller GMNF 
program lost about $685,000 ($576/acre cut) 
after all payments and expenses were paid in 
Fiscal Year 1995 according to agency data. 
The money the Forest Service is now losing 
could be used to: make higher payments in 
lieu of taxes to local communities; pay for 
programs that demonstrate small-scale, low
im pact, sustainable forestry to private 

landowners; promote the development of 
non-wood paper products, value-added man
ufacturing, and marketing of environmentally 
sound wood products; and restore forest 
ecosystems. 

Public land should be managed to provide 
benefits that private land does not. This is 
simply good public policy, especially in the 
relatively densely settled Northern Forest 
states-Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont 
and New York-where public forest land 

amounts to about 12 percent of total forest 
land, and there is about 300 acres of public 
forest land per 1,000 residents. Across the 
nation, public forestland amounts to about 32 
percent of total forestland and there is about 
700 acres of public forest per 1,000 residents. 
The GMNF Plan states that "increased tim
ber volumes can be removed from private 
land, while large, remote areas can only be 
provided by the Green Mountain National 
Forest . . . Private lands are more numerous, 
better able and better suited to meet timber 
demands." 

There is no shortage of wood. If all timber , 
cutting on public land ceased tomorrow then 
private land could easily meet New England's 
demand for wood. For example, in Vermont 
the timber cut from the GMNF is less than 
1.5 percent of the annual volume cut 
statewide, and the annual statewide cut is 

about 60 percent of the net annual growth on 
suitable timberland. 
If the National Forests have a timber cutting 
role to play, it is to invent and demonstrate 
ecological forestry-a forestry that mimics 
nature-to small, private forest landowners. 
Industrial-scale forestry has no place on our 
National Forests. 

There is a shortage of wild forests, deep
woods habitats an backcountry recreation 
opportunities. According to the Forest 

Service, "(p)rivate lands are 
unlikely to provide (wildland) 
conditions in the future. The 
population will continue to 
grow and greater pressures will 
be placed on all lands to meet 
society's needs. Private lands 
are best suited to meet the 
demands for housing, lumber, 
minerals and roaded, natural 
appearing areas ... Public 
lands in Vermont are best suit
ed to provide large tracts of 
unroaded (wildlands)." 

The Northern Forest states 
have a higher percentage of 
industry timberland (24 per
cent) than any other region of 
the nation-almost twice the 
national average (14 percent). 
And, because most industry 
timberland has been intensively 
logged in recent decades it does 
not provide the wildlands, 
deepwoods habitats and recre
ation opportunities that we 
need and want. ~ 

Some people have said that 
promoting reform of the USFS 
timber program is an 'extreme' 

position that polarizes dialogue among the 
stakeholders and results in warranted opposi
tion to future public land acquisition. They 
would like the reformists to be more 'moder
ate'- i.e., quiet. 

I believe that continuation of the current 
Forest Service timber and roadbuilding pro
gram and condoning the agency's behavior 
through silence represent the more extreme
i.e., untenable- positions. There are plenty of 
reasons to acquire more public land, but let's 
be, loud and clear when we say that money
losing industrial-scale public logging pro
grams should not be among them. 

Jim Northup is the new director of Forest 
Watch, formerly Greeri Mountain Forest 
Watch, which has most notably fought to protect 
the Lamb Brook area of the Green Mountain 
National Forest. Forest Watch may be reached 
at 10 Langdon St., Montpelier, VT 05602 tel. 



Interview 

Logging in Baxter 
~ itch Lansky interviewed Jensen Bissell, 

LIi.i forest manager of the Baxter Scientific 
Management Area in the last issue of 

the Forum (v.6 #6).Jensen talked then about 

some of the silvicultural philosophies and 
approaches being used in the SFMA-the 30,000 

acre section of Baxter State Park dedicated to 

exemplary forest management. In this second part 
of the interview, Jensen talks about logging prac

tices. 

Not all of the land in the SFMA is 
slated to be cut. Jensen has been setting 

some stands aside as 'controls' to the 

cutting. And then there is the Boody 
Brook Natural Area, which consists of 
hundreds of acres of old-growth spruce 

and hardwoods. 

ML: What are you doing different 
with your logging in term's· of 
machinery and labor and your rela
tionship to the labor? 

JB: Our plan talks about what we 
think labor really means to the for
est operation. [W]hat actually hap
pens, what's happening today when we do 
this interview, is based on the intent and pro
fessionalism of the people who are out there 
doing that work. 

So, for us, our primary approach is to 
organize and culture a good attitude in the 
people that actually do the work in the 
woods, because they're going to determine if 
the SFMA becomes a great, beautiful forest. 

So we've engendered kind of an argu
ment that we would like our labor to stay a 
long time. Although we try to employ them 
as much of the time through the year as we 
can, there are distinct periods when we can't. 

We began this work employing two skid
der crews. At least in my tenure, from 1989-
91, we had mainly cable skidder wood, 
limbed in th_e woods, tree-length logging to 
the roadside. I had a lot of dissatisfaction 
with that. 

Eventually we settled on a single-grip sys
tem. By 1994 we had two single-grips and no 
skidders. 

We don't have enough production to hold 
up two single-grips working a steady full sea-

They're not as profitable to us as the sin
gle-grip, but we have them in a lot of stands 
where we think they do a lot of good silvicul
tural work. They'll pick up all our windthrow. 
They'll cut all the oversize. They'll work in 
selection hardwood stands where that first 
entry is somewhat difficult, because we're try
ing to take low-grade material in a low-level 
entry. They'll do that work for us. 

ML: Do you pay them the same way that ... 

JB: No we pay them on a per diem. A day 
rate. On the single-grip we began folding 
over the traditional rate of payment that was 
based on products-a weight-based payment 
based on product so the contractor got a dif
ferent amount for different products. Much 
less, generally, for hardwood pulpwood prod
ucts than, for instance;·-softwood log prod
ucts. It was somewhat reflective of the overall 
value_ of the products in the market place. It 
creates that perennial tension in the woods 
with Maine woods workers, that "What kind 
of wood are you going to put me in? What 
kind of chance am I going to have?" And that 
tension was always bothering me because our 
attitude and our approach isn't what you're 
cutting; it's how good a job you do. What 
you're cutting should be our problem, because 
the value of the wood is really our responsibil
ity. 

ML: You sell the wood? 

son. We've had a continual, perennial prob- JB: We sell all the wood. We market all our 
lem: the single-grips are machines built for wood. So, we kept working with the contrac-
small wood, which fits us ninety percent of tor, who for understandable reasons, didn't 
the way. But we do have some oversize wood. want to leave the security of at least knowing 
We do have large hardwood that occasionally when he was in softwood that he would be 
needs to be harvested. And we didn't have generating some harvesting money. But as we 
any real capacity to do that within the mecha- began to move forward and enter into old 
nized system we were using. burn types that had aspen overstory that we 

Two years ago, we started employing a _ were intent on removing to some degree, with 
two-person crew-one running a forwarder, very little softwood harvest, it became easier 
one a chainsaw. They do all our specialty for the contractor to be able to talk seriously 
work. So if we had odd stands, or stands that about a rate payment per thousand pounds, 
really fall as much in the realm of stand treat- and that's currently what we're doing. We 
ment as they do harvesting, we put that crew have a single rate payment per thousand 
to work. pounds for all of our wood produced. We did 
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that last year and we're doing it now. So what 
they cut is not an issue to them. Only how 
they cut. ' _ 

ML: And the quality of what's left behind ... 

JB: And the quality of what's left behind is 
our business-really our primary focus. 
Regarding residual stand damage-that's 
never been a problem with our crews. Even 

when we were on a traclitional-based pay
ment, we had very little damage in our 
residual stand. I never had a problem 
with that, but this way there's no tension 
whatsoever. 

ML: To what extent does the expense of 
th~ equipment-and those single-grip 
harvesters and forwarders are quite 
expensive-dictate a certain level of har
vesting to pay for the machinery? 

JB: We've never done cost analysis on 
anything that we've done. We look at the 
forest the way we want to manage it .. .I 
mean, when we first brought the single
grips in, we actually crunched some num

bers. Nobody wanted to go into the hole and 
not have that work out. So we understood 
that we had to provide more support to the 
contractor to be able to pay for more expen
sive equipment. 

ML: You pay more money? 

JB: We pay more money. We don't harvest 
more wood. That's the deal. So you look at 
whether you're going to go under and begin 
to lose money every year. If we're going to 
have a reasonable amount of profit, we're will
ing to narrow that increment of profit if it 
means a better operation over the long term. 
But we don't look at it in terms of productivi
ty. Our volumes are only looked at based on 
growth and yield and what we think is appro
priate to remove. We don't alter our harvest 
plans to pay for equipment. That's not in the 
equation. 

ML: Why are they contractors instead of 
employees? You're an employee. 

JB: I'm an employee. The Park has seen that 
we could have excellent work done on a con
tracting basis, clearly without carrying the 
overhead that a contractor carries in the Park. 
Our expenses if we were to do the same thing 
would be much, much higher, because we 
would have much less efficiency than a con
tractor has. The machines that are used in the 
Park aren't unique to the Park, they can be 
used elsewhere and are. We are not going to 
operate a full contract year. The contractor, as 
the Park would do, will have a need to try to 
employ those machines year round. The Park 
would have the same need if we had the same 
payments. The contractor has the ability to 



take those machines elsewhere and employ 
them. We wouldn't have that as a company 
employee. 

ML: Is there a problem with the amount of 
time you spend supervising and directing [ the 
workers]-trying to keep the separation between 
employee and contractor? 

JB: No. Our attitude, and the way we structured 
our approach, is not built on the fact that we are 
going to supervise you. When I worked for the 
Bureau of Land Management in Oregon it was 
the other way around. We captured contracts 
based on a low bid, and so the stage was set. 
Let's say I was a contractor and I bid less money 
than I could afford to bid in order to make any 
profit. So it's your job to make sure that I don't 
cut any corners on this contract. I worked as a 
contract administrator, and it was an extremely 
intensive administrative effort to try to make 
sure the contracts were just being followed. Our 
approach on the SFMA is the other way round. 

Marketing 
ML: What are you doing that's different in 
terms of marketing? 

JB: Probably not much. The facts of marketing. 
.. that's a different world and not controlled in 
any way by us. The SFMA arguably is probably 
in one of the worst places in Maine for markets. 
We're not close enough to the Canadian border 
to make the argument that we should be able to 
utilize the Canadian markets, which is another 
issue for us anyway. 

We're far enough north to be away from the 
specialty markets or hardwood markets. Our 
trucking costs are high because we have to truck 
our wood across a private landowner, who main
tains many, many miles of road that we would 
not have otherwise, and allows us to get that 
wood out. But it's a cost to us. On our low-value 
products we have a toll right-of-way that makes 
it very difficult. 

ML: This brings up an interesting issue. If mar
keting is really difficult for you, and you are at a 
disadvantage to other landowners, and if you are 
paying more money, essentially, for your log
ging, and if you are actually doing well in terms 
of breaking even if not making money, perhaps, 
perhaps you do have a message to send out to 
some other landowners. [both laugh] You're an 
extreme case and you are showing that, perhaps, 
it can be done? 

JB: Other landowners would make an argument 
about our size, perhaps, they might make a valid 
argument that we are not paying taxes on any of 
our land . . . The large distinction between us 
and our neighbors and other landowners in our 
area is that we're not connected to a processing 
facility. What we need to try to focus on is what 
might yield us the most revenue over the iong 
term as far as size and quality. So size and quali
ty become important. We may hold more inven
tory on our landbase more comfortably than 
someone who is not oriented the same way. 
Someone who has a mill with specific needs 
with specific timber types to fill. They may not 

be all comfortable with holding the type of 
inventory on their land base that we hold. 
[Comparisons to other ownerships are] not 
going to be made by us. We're going to try to 
meet the mandates of Baxter's Trust Deeds. And 
others are going to have to judge, in the long 
run, about whether we are meeting those Trust 
Deeds and whether there's a message in that. 

Roads 
ML: In talking about a showplace, one of the 
first things people see are roads. Your rights-of
way are fifty-five feet wide. You've told me 
before that you expect them to grow in. In 
Europe, how wide did the woods roads seem to 
be and is that a model to be followed? 

JB:· It's a model that could be followed, but I . 
came away from Europe not sure that I would 
want to follow it. A lot of the parts of 
Switzerland and southwestern Germany we saw, 
especially Switzerland, had climates that 
reminded me very much of coastal Oregon: lots 
of rainfall, fairly primitive soils, just a few 
species, fairly simple sylvical mixes, very tall 
trees. And they ~ere taking a lot of the stuff 
nearly tree length. They had these articulated 
trucks to drive down these narrow, winding 
roads. They'd really gone into this. 

But I found what disturbed me was that, 
yes, they were narrow by-ways, a very unintru
sive road access into the woods, but I could gen
erally stand on one road and see the next one. 
Their spacing was very close together. And 
there was a very tight organization of forest area 
into growing area and the by-lanes that separat
ed them, but they were not far apart. I feel that 
on a percentage basis, we have a great deal less, 
actually, in permanent roads. 

Tree 10 (Boody Brook) 
23.0" Red spruce 
Age (bh) = 338+ 

Interview 
.species. But 
off on the far side of the road where we have 
done very little ditching, we'll probably have a 
great deal of encroachment of probably pretty 
natural tree species. We don't see any difference 
now in trees that are beginrung to creep in. 

Trails 
, 

ML: The proper approach being, to have per-
manent trails, stay on the trails, and use a for
warder rather than whole-tree harvesters ... ? 

JB: Basically. The trails, whether they're perma
nent or not is another long-standing issue. It 
depends on how you're going to manage the 
stand, and whether it's going to be more even
aged-where they'll be a long period where 
nothing happens-or whether it's uneven-age 
and there's constant entries. That makes for a 
more permanent system. 

We still could stand work on making the 
machinery smaller. But for our size, the acres 
that we cover, and the size of the operations, 
we're somewhat unique-we're- riot huge, but 

. we're not small. There aren't many acreages in 
Maine that are around thirty thousand acres for 
an operation. So, it's an odd size from that 
standpoint. 

It's funny now. We're looking at the oppor
tunities to work with a smalle! single-grip that 
would really work on a lot of our stands. It 
couldn't really cover all the material we cut 
because as I mentioned, we cut through the 
diameter classes, so it makes it harder for us to 
use the Swedish equipment that's built for 
homogenous application to a certain size of 
wood. That's another reason we end up with tbe 
machinery we have, because we do cut large 

wood and the very small wood at 
the same entry. And we'll especially 
do that now. 

ML: How far apart are your trails? 

JB: Fifty five feet, sixty feet. 

ML: So at fifty five or sixty feet, 
perhaps twenty percent of your land 
is in trails? 
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Year 

JB: Yeah. Something like that . 
Fifteen or twenty percent. 

ML: Roads would be about two point five per
cent of the SFMA land base. 

JB: Yeah, that's what we're looking at. We spend 
a lot of time trying to keep our roads quite far 
apart. We can always make them closer together 
if we've discovered we'd made a mistake in 
twenty or thirty years in places we can't reach. 

ML: Will the species or the quality of the trees 
that grow in the areas where the soil has been 
scraped bare be different? 

JB: In areas that we scraped bare to make a 
ditch to provide material to actually build the 
road will probably never grow a lot of tree 

ML: I think one of the standards of the Swedes 
is to try to keep the percentage of land in trails 
and roads down to less than twenty percent. 

JB: I'd say we're right around there. The key to 
it is, of course, does the forest utilize the site 
above the trail? 

ML: In other words, can there be crown closure 
above the trails? 

JB: Right. A1.d then you talk about average tree 
spacing, and how much you reduce it by open
ing up a trail. Average tree spacing of twenty 
feet ~sn't bad if you want to grow large wood. 
But it's what happens on the trail. If you have 

continued on page 24 
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Interview 

Bissell 
continued from page 23 

enough root damage, you begin 
to really move the growing zone 
back away from the trail. Other 
landowners, using 'ghost trails' 
. and careful layouts of forwarding 
and processing have stretched the 
trail widths to eighty feet or bet
ter. Our somewhat broken terrain 
has made that hard for us to 
attempt. 

ML: How wide are your trails? 

JB: The trails are about twelve 
fe~t. The damage with these sys
tems isn't with the processor. It's 
all with the forwarder. So the 
layout of the trails has to consider 
the amount of wood that's com
ing over the trails. That's really 
what we've been struggling with. 
We're not always successful at 
eliminating that damage. It's 
something you have to be careful 
with. 

Our season now is structured 
so that we start as soon as the 
soils are ready. This year it's real
ly early. Everybody understands 
that we're likely to have a period 
in the fall when you don't work. 
That's really the other mud sea
son in Maine. So, depending on 
the kind of weather we have in 
the fall, there could be three or 
four weeks when we don't do 
anything during that period. And 
that's primarily a forwarder limi
tation. The processor could work 
for the whole period. 

ML: The forwarder has a lot 
more weight. 

JB: It's all the weight. 

ML: Do the branches ... [laying 
slash on the trails as a mat for 
equipment to roll over] 

JB: The mat helps a lot, but if 
there's enough travel on a trail, in 
a saturated condition there's still 
damage. 

Pesticides 
ML: What is the policy of the 
Park on pesticides, specifically, 
herbicides? Would Baxter have 
cared one way or another if you 
had a system that relied on herbi
cides? I noted that you just don't 
use it, but you don't have a real 
policy. 

JB: I would disagree. We have a 
policy that says, basically, we 
don't know what will happen in 

the future, and there might be 
something we have to evaluate 
regarding the use of herbicides or 
pesticides or pest control in the 
future, but right now it's not our 
intent to use it on anything we 
do. We don't think that our forest 
management ever puts us in a sit
uation where we need to use it. 
Natural processes generally are 
better. The Park as a whole, if 
you look at the wilderness areas 
of the Park, clearly it's our intent 
at all times to let natural process
es occur uninterrupted by any
thing we do. We do have areas 
wi1:hin that-campgrounds and 
specific areas we've exempted 
from the wilderness-because we 
recognize we have a human 
impact there. And there may be 
discussion in those cases about 
the use of outside agents. But I 
would doubt that would happen. 
Generally I think that we would 
live with whatever nature 
brought us. 

But we do want to make the 
statement that we don't want to 
organize a type of silviculture or 
forest management that becomes 
reliant on these [pesticides] in 
order to complete our objectives. 
But we do know the future will 
bring other things. 

Building continuity 
ML: Where do you foresee 
things going? You're not going to 
be there forever. How do you see 
a continuity of what you're trying 
to do maintained into the future, 
not for just ten or twenty years, 
but for the next century or so? 

JB: We try to build institutional 
approaches to management-the 
conduct of operations and how 
you do things. That's important. 
Our relationships with labor and 
what happens in the Park 
becomes something that is a tra
dition, it's institutional how our 
attitudc::s will be for that. And 
hopefully the labor progresses iri 
the same way, and we have peo
ple with long-term commitments 
and we begin to engender that 
kind of feeling. 

We also know that we have a 
long way to go. But, we have 
some roads to build-probably in 
another ten years we'll be fin
ished constructing our roads. 
We'll also be finished trying to 
put together most of the things 
we've directed ourselves to do in 
this management plan, this man
agement period. 

At that point in time, there's 
going to be a very critical junc-

ture for the SFMA, because most 
of the area will be accessed, and 
covered once, and we'll have cre
ated our existing mosaic. And 
we're going to turn around and 
begin to look at stands that were 
harvested once-stands that were 
harvested the first time 
through-and we're going to 
begin to really, then, settle into a 
type of approach that should be 
able to be continued for a long 
time. 

There's going to be a period 
where we will change our criteria, 
or, I should say, institutionalize 
our criteria for stand evaluation 
and approach to silviculture on 
the SFMA. And that will be in 
about ten years. And then after 
that, the idea should be we just 
incrementally move closer to this 
really classic forest that Governor 
Baxter had in mind. 

ML: To what extent does the 
advisory committee influence 
what you're doing, and over time, 
do you think that's a good struc
ture for assuring continuity and 
oversight? 

JB: Well, the committee serves at 
the pleasure of the Authority. If 
the Authority feels that the com
mittee is not providing me a ser
vice, they would not be there 
tomorrow. In the sense that the 
committee was there when I was 
interviewed, providing some 
assemblage of points of vie-ws 
about the area then-and we still 
have several charter members, 
that were in on my interview 
panel that are still .active mem
bers of the committee-they pro
vide a great deal of continuity. 
Not just about silvicultural exper
tise, but about what the SFMA 
is, was, and could be. And they 
provide as a group, a continual 
understanding of the direction 
we should be going in and what 
the important points are. 

The challenge for us is to 
keep a level of commitment, and 
a level of expertise, broad and 
strong over time. That may not 
be that easy. 

ML: Do you feel the record 
keeping that you're doing, in 
terms of inventories and in terms 
of documentation of your activi
ties is going to be useable by 
future foresters? [both laugh] 

JB: Well I hope so. We talked 
earlier about putting our CFI 
[continuous forest inventory] 
plots in place. We've been work-
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ing at that for a couple of years. 
We have a couple of more years 
to do and it probably won't be 
completed until right around the 
turn of the century, and we have 
enough road in pl~ce to make our 
costs reasonable. The CFI is real
ly important for us. It's one of 
the most important things the 
SFMA could do, because the 
whole nature of the idea is to be 
over the long term. So you have 
to get in place a way to measure 
changes in the forest over a long 
period. 

We've been really excited 
about it, but it's also important to 
realize that it's · not simply going 
out and measuring diameters of 
trees, species of trees, and heights 
of trees within a fixed radius plot, 
and then doing it one hundred 
and twenty five times over the 
SFMA. It's more than that. We'd 
like to build the CFI into a 
whole resource monitoring effort, 
so that we look at invertebrates, 
and amphibians, and we look at 
water quality, and soil qualities, 
and foliage densities covers, and 
a whole series of resource-based 
monitoring measurements that 
we take at a specific point and a 
specific time so that we can get a 
fuller picture-not just tree 
structure, but everything that's 
out there. 

Old Growth 
ML: How much can we learn 
from the old growth [at Boody 
Brook], and what are your plans 
for that old growth? 

JB: Well, the ten-year plan for 
the old growth would be to do 
nothing. We need to try to struc
ture a more organized approach 
for determining what it is, where 
it stops and starts, and what's 
happening in there. 

I just gave a series of classes 
to seventh graders today. I had a 
picture from the Boody Brook 
natural area that I put up there. 
What I found flows to me with 
this slide as I put it up in these 
different presentatiof!S and I say, 

· "There. That's a picture of our 
ideal. That's what we'd like to 
manage toward." We still think 
you can build that kind of forest 
with management. I like to put 
that picture on the wall and say, 
"There. That's where we want to 
be. That's what we'd like." That's 
one thing I think we can learn 

from it right now. II 
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RESTORE: the Lynx to th-e Maine Woods 
Remarks by RESTORE: the 
North Woods' Jym St. Pierre at the 
September 15th US Fish & 
Wildlife Service hearing in Old 
Town on the proposed listing of 
Lynx canadensis under the 
Endangered Species Act. 

f!lefore getting into my for
Wmal remarks on the pro
posal, I want to address the 
comments tonight by Lee Perry, 
Commissioner of Inland Fish & 
Wildlife. It is very disappointing 
that the Maine Department of 
Inland Fisheries & Wildlife 
(MDIFW) has chosen to 
oppose the proposed listing of 
the lynx under the Endangered 
Species Act (ESA). Recent · 
remarks in the news media by 
biologists from the Department 
had suggested that the agency 
was heading in a different direc
tion. Indeed, a recent document 
prepared by MDIFW said that 
"it is premature and conterpro
ductive to oppose the proposal 
to list lynx." It looks as though 
once again politics might dis
place science. 

The story of the failure of 
the US Fish & Wildlife Service 
to list the Canada lynx (Lynx 
canadensis) under the federal 
Endangered Species Act is a 
tragic tale. At the highest levels, 
the agency has stonewalled list
ing for political reasons for 
years . Despite the findings of 
the agency's own biologists, 
despite the clear dictates of the 
law, despite court decisions 
directing otherwise, the Fish & 
Wildlife Service has refused to 
list the lynx under the ESA. 
Nearly three years ago our orga
nization had to join more than a 
dozen other plaintiffs in yet 
another lynx lawsuit to get the 
Fish & Wildlife Service to com
ply with the law. 

Maybe we are finally on the 
right track. This hearing and 
public comi;nent process should 
result in listing the Canada lynx 
throughout its range in the 
lower 48 states. While the issue 
has dragged on for years, we 
believe the next steps are clear: 

1.- The Canada lynx should 
be listed as Endangered under 
the ESA. While the proposal is 
for Threatened listing, it is clear 
that the species should be listed 
as Endangered. The USFWS' 
own status review concluded in 

1994 that there was substantial 
scientific evidence to warrant 
listing lynx populations in the 
Northeast as Endangered. The 
case for Endangered listing has 
become even more compelling 
since then. 

2. The listing of the lynx 
should be completed as quickly 
as possible. The actions of the 
USFWS to drag out this deci
sion for years are indefensible. If 
the Fish & Wildlife Service 

imperiled species. The Maine 
Department of Inland Fisheries 
& Wildlife has said that habitat 
is not limiting for lynx in Maine 
and that land management roads 
do not fragment lynx habitat. So 
ESA listing could benefit lynx 
by focusing more attention on 
the precarious status of the 
species and by nudging our state 
wildlife agency to do more edu
cational outreach about lynx to 
private landowners. 

·l'1n not.a. 
Wi1Jerness 
romant-ic 

continues to prolong the listing . 
for another nine and a half 
months, the agency's credibility 
will continue to fall. 

3. ESA listing of the lynx 
should lead to stronger protec
tion for the species on our 
national lands, including in the 
Northeast the Green and White· 
Mountain National Forests. 
Management of our national 
lands should be exemplary, espe
cially for imperiled species. 
Some critics of listing the lynx 
under the ESA have said it 
could lead to new hunting and 
trapping restrictions here. That 
is unlikely. The lynx is already 
listed as a species of special con
cern under the Maine endan
gered species law and has been 
protected from hunting and 
trapping in this state for more 
than 30 years. 

Some critics of listing the 
lynx under the ESA have said it 
could have major impacts on 
forest practices in Maine. That 
is unlikely. On private lands the 
goal of the Endangered Species 
Act is to encourage, educate and 
assist landowners to protect 

Some critics of listing the 
lynx under the ESA have said it 
could drain funding away from 
other wildlife species. That is 
unlikely. Rather listing the lynx 
could help bring new federal 
funding to Maine for more 
research and management of the 
species. Everyone agrees we 
need better information about 
lynx in Maine to achieve the 
goal of preventing the species 
from disappearing from the 
state. 

The Endangered Species 
Act is an important tool to allow 

us to help prevent the loss of 
imperiled species in the United 
States. We need to move ahead 
as quickly as possible to rescue 
Canada lynx by helping them 
prosper in the few places where 
they have the last, best chance of 
survival in the Northeast. It is 
not only a good idea, it is not 
only biologically the right thing 
to do, it is not only morally the 
right thing to do, but it is also 
the law. rti 

AndNow for 
- Something Completely 

Different ... 

By Edith Tucker 
Re-printed by permission from 

the Coos County Democrat, 
August 5,1998 

RANDOLPH-Three men who 
were hitchhiking in the nuJe on 
Friday afternoon near the 
Appalachian Trailhead on Route 
2 were apprehended by Police 
Chief Alan Lowe of Randolph 
and State Police Sgt. John 
Scarinza, then let go with a 
scolding. 

The trio, ranging in ages 
from 20 to 24, told Chief Lowe 
that they were on days off from 
their seasonal jobs as hut crew 
members at Madison Spring 
Hut, one of the eight high-eleva
tion camps run by the 
Appalachian Mountain Club. 
Impatient after their trek down 
the Valley Way trail and wait for 
a prearranged ride from a girl
friend of one of the young men, 
the trio decided to gain the 
attention of passing motorists by 
removing all their clothes. The 
two law enforcement officers 
decided not to arrest the men, 
but to give them, in effect, a 
year's probation, dependent upon 
their good . behavior, Sgt. 
Scarinza said. 

The presence of the three 
cheeky gentlemen only two miles 
east of Lowe's Gas Station and 
Cabi~s was first brought to the 
attention of the local chief by a 
female motorist who stopped to 
fill up her car with gas, according 
to Susie Lowe Santos, who at the 
time was working at the family 
enterprise. Within moments of 
the first report, a second woman 
stopped to report the matter. 
"You would have thought a house 
was on fire, she was so hysteri
cal," Mrs. Santos said. "She was 
very, very upset, saying that her 
little girl had seen 'everything.' " 

Sgt. Scarinza thought that 
the young men's judgement had 
been adversely affected by- their 
high-altitude jobs working up at 
a rustic backcountry camp at 
treeline, below the rocky cones of 
Mt. Madison and Mt. Adams. "I 
told them they had been in the 
woods too long, and that this was 
inappropriate behavior," he said. 
One of the young men took the 
French beret that he was wearing 
on his head and used it as a fig 
leaf while he was talking to him, 
Sgt. Scarinza said. rti 



~ n W nfinished m; ale 
ofa 

~ orthern 1L and 
by the Brothers Grin 

nee upon a time in a 
great northern land, 
there was a vast Wild 
Wood that reached far
ther than the eye could 
see, even from the high
est mountain. Magical 

waters, flowing and still, made the Wild 
Wood verdant and lush. A magnificent vari
ety of trees and birds and beasts lived in the 
Wild Wood. 

Small tribes of native peoples also lived 
the Wild Wood. They would U?~ a few beasts 
and birds and trees for their s~stenance and . 
warmth and shelter. Yet, always did they give 
thanks and never did they take more than the 
Wild Wood could regrow. 

One day, after sailing for many a fortnight 
on the ocean sea, some people from away dis
covered islands they had never before seen. 
Beyond the islands was a new Maine Land 
where a vast Wild Wood reached farther than 
the eye could see. The people petitioned their 
King to make them Overlords of the Wild 
Wood. Then they put special marks upon the 
largest of the trees. The Overlo_rds wanted 
those trees for masts on the ships they sailed 
upon the ocean sea. 

When all the giant mast trees near the 
ocean sea had been cut 
down, the Overlords 
searched even farther 
north into the Wild 
Wood. The abundance 
they found there 
astounded them. 
"Never will we be able 
to use up these all the 
birds and beasts and 
trees here," they said to 
one another. And so it 
seemed for many, many 
years. 

The Overlords cu1 t 
more and more trees in 
the Wild Wood. They 
put the trees on ships 
which took them to 
kingdoms near and far 
across the ocean sea . 
But the magical waters of the Wild Wood 
made the trees grow back, so the Overlords 
became very wealthy and powerful. 

At the same time, more and more of the 
people who had settled down to live near the 
ocean sea came to the Wild Wood to partake 
of its solitude and to make sport with some of 
the birds and beasts and fishes. The 
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Overlords did not mind for the visitors did 
not stay in the wilderness. All the people of 
the kingdom were happy. 

Then one day, word of an extraordinary 
way to transform trees reached the Overlords. 
At once they realized that they could beeome 
even more powerful and wealthy by using the 
new alchemy to turn the trees of the Wild 
Wood into simple paper! For many people 
living near the ocean sea and even in distant 
kingdoms said they would gladly pay hand
somely for the paper. 

So the Overlords sought leave to use 
more than their share of the magical waters of 
the Wild Wood. They knew that the trees 
could be turned into paper-indeed, into 
gold-only with the magical waters. 

The years passed. As the Overlords 
became greedy they cut the trees in the Wild 
Wood faster and faster. Soon the magical 
waters could not make the trees grow as fast 
as they were cut down. Still, the Overlords 
looked down from their High Offices and 
told the people to worry not. 

The Overlords stilled many of the magi
cal flowing waters of the Wild Wood with 
dams and muddied others with wastes. Soon 
the abundance of fishes diminished. Still, the 
Overlords looked down from their High 
Offices and told the people to worry not. 

The Overlords made more and longer and 
wider ways to speed the removal of the trees. 

ple to worry not. 

S o o n 
t h e r e 
w e r e 
thousands 
of miles 
of roads 
and ways 
fragment
ing the 
W i 1 d 
Wood. 
Still, the 
Overlords 
looked 
d o w n 
f r o m 
t h e i r 
High 
0 ffi Ce S 

and told 
the peo

The Overlords caused harm to the places 
where many of the birds and beasts lived in 
the Wild Wood. Soon some of the different 
kinds of birds and beasts died off or to fled to 
even more northern lands. Still, the 
Overlords looked down from their High 
Offices and told the people to worry not. 
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One day a mercenary named James came 
from a distant land and slew the Diamond 
Overlord of the Wild Wood. For his bravery 
his queen made him a knight. But Sir James 
soon dis
posed of 
t h e 

Diamond 
lands in 

the Wild 
Wood so 
that he 
C O u 1 d 
make con
quests in 
other dis
tant places. 
T h e 

Caretakers 
of the 
kingdom 
fretted and 
studied the 
situation 
and gave 
m u c h 
advice to 
the King, 
but noth-
ing was 
done to 
save the 
wilderness of the Wild Wood. The people 
cried "For shame!" 

Not long after, another mercenary, named 
G-P, came and slew the Great Northern 
Overlord of the Wild Wood. But, like Sir 
James, G-P quickly disposed of his new 
Great Northern lands by selling them to the 
Bowater. As before, the Caretakers of the 
kingdom fretted and studied the situation and 
gave much advice to the King, but nothing 
was done to save the wilderness of the Wild 
Wood. Again the people cried "For shame!" 

Not long after, the Scott Overlord of the 
Wild Wood became ill. In a feverish fit he 
sold his lands to mercenary called Sappi. As 
before, the Caretakers of the kingdom fretted 
and studied the situation and gave much 
advice to the King, but nothing was done to 
save the wilderness of the Wild Wood. Again 
the people cried "For shame!" 

Not long after, the Boise Overlord of the 
Wild Wood became ill. In a feverish fit he 
sold his lands to a mercenary called Mead. 
As before, the Caretakers of the kingdom 
fretted and studied the situation and gave 
much advice to the King, but nothing was 
done to save the wilderness of the Wild 
Wood. Again the people cried "For shame!" 

Final!.y, it came to pass in the waning days 
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True North 
cont. from page 11 

The Indian's gesture may have 
seemed like an act of gratuitous 
kindness, but for an Indian, was 
obligatory under an ethic of 
sharing that was indispensable 
to survival in a harsh land. 

What's missing from 
Merrick's accounts is a compre
hension of the conflict between 
white trappers arid Indians-the 
social injustices of the socio
economic landscape. 

We will not learn from 
Merrick' s books that in North 
West River at the time Merrick 
lived there, the Innu had to 
request permission from the 
Hudson Bay Co. post to pitch 
their tents. Or that white ttap
pers were trapping the animals 
nearly to extinction. 

Although this reality of 
racial tensions may be missing, 
the writer reveals a deep appre
ciation for the indigenous cul
ture and its superiority over our 
culture of alienation. Merrick 
suggests that the Indian lives in 
the heart of the world, in a mar
velous harmony that the out
siders-the well-intended mis
sionaries and adventurers, the 
author included-clumsily 

attempt to glimpse, scratching 
at the glass they can only dimly 
see through. The Innu, however, 
lives on the other side of it. 

Merrick admires qualities of 
indigenous p·eoples that are 
often maligned by racist stereo
types: The Indian' s alleged 
impracticality and inability to 
save for tomorrow is viewed by 
Merrick as a kind of bravery, as 
the acceptance of a kind of chal
lenge: 

And yet, how fine it is of 
the unspoiled Eskimos 
away North to put in the 
grave the precious knives 
and spears of their kins
men. We sniff and say 
that an Eskimo who dies 
for lack of a knife that 
sleeps beside a skeleton is 
a fool, never supposing 
that his custom may be 
the acceptance of a chal
lenge, a wail of grief and 
a battle cry of defiance to 
life, to death, to Nature 
kind and Nature cruel, to 
the shadowy future and 
all the engulfing incom
prehensible. He doesn't 
care for his own future 
when he stands beside a 
grave. But we, we think 
always of the future; that 
is the root of civilization. 
In this respect primitive 

races are ertainly finer 
than we; that they can 
ignore the certain suffer
ings of tomorrow. It 
enables them to live 
today, which is more 
than civilized men can 
do. It is inexpedient, it 
costs life, but it is brave. 

In the preface to his newest 
collection, Merrick wrote, 

Returning in later years, 
I found, of course, that 
the old days are no more. 
Conditions and tradi
tions changed little in 
past centuries, but ways 
of life in the north have 
altered almost beyond 
recognition in the rela
tively short period since 
World War II. 
Snowmobiles take the 
place of snowshoes and 
toboggans. Dog teams 
are rare or nonexistent. 
Indians no longer fashion 
canoes by hand. The 
upper flow of the 
N askaupi river has been 
diverted. The Grand 
Falls have been har-
nessed, and the 
Smallwood and 
Ossokmanuan reservoirs 
now cover land where 
many of the events 
recounted here took 

place. owever muc o 
that vast wilderness 
remains lonely and 
untouched. 

Until his 'death last year in 
his nineties, M·errick continued 
to be an advocate for the protec
tion of this threatened land
scape, for the parts of it that still 
remain lonely and untouched. 
His death came before the for
m al announcement of the 
Churchill II mega-project, 
which would complete the job 
of disfiguring the map of his 
1931 journey up the Grand 
River. Muskrat and Gull Island 
Falls are described in True 

North-sites of the proposed 
development, which has revived 
interest in his narrative. 

. We are grateful, therefore, 

for his record-so intimate, 

vivid and descriptive-of this 

vanishing world. Merrick' s 

books are a reminder of how 

much the natural world has 

changed in so little a time, but 

also · how much we have 

changed-and of so much that 

is worth fighting for. IA 

jf airy ~ ale 
of the millennium that both the Bowater and 
Sappi Overlords, having cut down most of 
their trees, wanted to dispose of their lands in 
the Wild Wood. This threw the kingdom 
into chaos. Some of the people hoped a 
benevolent Knight would arrive on a White 
Horse to rescue the day. They tried hard to 
ignore the 

Wood so that the people's pleas for wilderness 
would become silent. 

Finally, some of the people realized that 
they had the power to save the wilderness of 
the Wild Wood all along. They called upon 
their brethren among the Highest Caretakers 
of the land to restore the heart of the Wild 
Wood to the domain of the people. "Imagine 
a wondrous people's park," they beseeched, 

·Here, gentle reader, we must admit this 
tale cannot yet be fully told. Will another 
Overlord take control of the lands the 
Bowater and Sappi Overlords no longer 
covet? Will King Angus find it in his heart to 
save any of the Wild Wood as true wilder
ness? Will the Highest Caretakers have the 
courage to restore the best of the Bowater and 
Sappi lands to the people as a new park for 

darkness 
creep mg 
across the 
land. 

Some 
of the 
p e op Le 
pointed 
fingers at 
t h e 

Overlords 
and yelled 
"For shame!" They petitioned King Angus to 
save the Wild Wood. Be offered a few pieces 
of gold for beauty strips along some of the 
lakeshores, but he dared not risk his reputa
tion as a miser. Nor did he want to be known 
as a romantic. Nor did he want to anger the 
Overlords. He believed it better to let the last 
of the wildness be driven from the Wild 
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"where the birds and the beasts and the trees 
are safe from the greed of the Overlords. 
Imagine a park where the people can enjoy 
the wilderness and not have to fear loss of 
access. Imagine a park where the people can 
preserve the right to make sport as has been 
their tradition in the Wild Wood. Imagine a 
park where the sources of the magical waters 
are protected forever more." 

1t\131 JJ f~j '\ \ .. ';,,,\, , . , .. ,_1- \ ' t ... _, 1... 
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· the new 
millen
nium? 

Only 
time will 
t e 1 1 
whether 
the tale 

~ ... "'-.· h a ~• as ~-
.... happy 

ending. 
----~-__,, But time 

is the 
thing in shortest supply. As the wilderness _ 
slips away, hope for the Wild Wood of the 
Maine Land is running out like the sands of 
the hour clock. Shed your fears, not your 
tears. Speak your piece before it is too late. 
IA 
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-EVERY PERSON'S -NEED 

Cherishing 
the Land 

the earth in a mall. You 
will never know the 
inner harmony of rich 

" . ' ere 1s enoug or every man s nee , 
but not enough for every man's greed." 

-Gandhi 

by Michael Phillips 

mave you tried envisioning how we 
illhumans should be living on this pre-

soil crumbling through your fingers standing 
on paved ground. The experience of commu
nity happens best out in the hayfield or 

shucking peas on a hot summer's night on 
the back porch. 

Changes are afoot on this planet as 
decades of environmental abuse catch up to 
us. The coming of the next millennium 
tends to provoke some folks into worrying 
about our current lifestyle disintegrating. 
Wall Street will follow the maxim that what 
goes up and up and up must come down. 
Where will all this leave us? 

/,-~/ ' . '-:- :, __ 

Frankly I don't give it all too much heed. 
! ,- ' _,.. ', '~ - , 

.. . . •. . 

cious planet? In order to achieve a 
sustainable balance with earth's limited 
resources, our fellow creatures, and our inner 
selves? Taken on the grand scale of every
body, it's an impossible vision to perhaps see. 
Greed, pollution, violence, and meaningless 
consumption are rampant. Yet viewing the 
mire has never led to solutions. ,A far better 
approach is to accentuate the positive and 
heed the guiding spirit withi~ · Recognizing 
our bond with the earth that feeds us and 
actually doing something to experience that 
bond is a good beginning point. 

==== ·-- ·-----····- - ·---
It's far easier to create a lifestyle on the land 
that's richer than any on the open market. 
No lottery winnings could replace the satis
faction of digging potatoes with my daugh
ter. The surety of 'hay in the barn, wood in 
the shed' supplants any worry about social 
security. And out of all this is born a realiza
tion of how we're meant to live on this won
derful planet. 

Wendell Berry states in The Unsettling 
of America, Culture & Agriculture that "the 
care of the earth is our most ancient and 
most worthy and, after all, our most pleasing 
responsibility. To cherish what remains of it, 
and to foster its renewal, is our only legiti
mate hope." 

We are a people that have forgotten how 
to live with the land. Generations have 
passed with the distinct goal of 'getting off 
the farm.' Yet being on the farm -or out 
back in the garden or walking deep into the 
forest -is where we meet the land and the 
land embraces us. You will never experience 

I used to think we had to come up with 
specialized answers to our earth-shattering 
problems. Now I trust what is best will come 
about as more of us return to a lifestyle that 
cherishes the land. Nor is it my place to urge 
others onward by exhortation or restriction. 
An upheaval of the modern life is going to 
come. We'll be prepared here on our piece of 
ground because herein lies the beauty. The 
simple life is first and foremost a celebration 
of living good on the land because it's good 
for the soul. R 

The Three Year Old Ecologist 
by Grace Elena Phillips 

Potato Grabbing 

e and my Dad hunt 
m;otatoes in our gardens. 
ilili( Daddy tells me not 

many people know how 
to do this anymore. Down on 
the ground you'd never be able 
to tell potatoes are hiding. 
Daddy sticks the garden fork 
into the earth, flips up the 
ground, and. then we shout 
'bonanza' together as the potato 
family lies uncovered. Only 
sometimes I shout 'bananas' 
instead which makes us both 
laugh. My job is to then grab 
the potatoes and put them in 
the wheelbarrow. I try to keep 
the families together, as baby 

potatoes like to stay with their 
sisters and brothers and mamas 
and papas. 
Then we 
sift through 
the soil to 
make sure 
we grabbed 
'em all. I 
always find 
big earth- · 
worms that · 

Daddy says worms are like the 
shepherds of our gardens, tend-

I like to 
stretch 
between my 
hands. 
Daddy asks 
me how 
would I like Bobbingfor Apples at Lost Nation Orchard 

to be 
stretched like that, and then I 
put the earthworm back beneath 
the ground with a friendly pat. 

ing flocks of micro-orgo-some
things that make the compost 
we spread each spring on the 

potato patch. 
We harvest red potatoes and 

gold potatoes and even 
red gold potatoes. I love 
eating them all. We sort 

the potatoes of each type 
and store bushel boxes in 
our farmhouse cellar. All 
winter long there's plenty 
of potatoes to eat, along 

with all the other garden 
goodies. Daddy says it's a 
good feeling to grow our 

own food, knowing it's 
raised organically, know
ing that we'll always have 
enough. Daddy says lots 
of folks don't realize the 
full worth of good food. 

Gracie sure does. I think 

I'll always grab potatoes. fa 



THE ·LAND FE·ED·S US 
Live Free or 
Pasteurize! 
by Michael Phillips 

Lost Nation Orchard, 
Lancaster, New Hampshire 

iilhe FDA is granting local 
llllorchards an 'exemption' 

this year to continue mak
ing that wonderful fresh nectar of 
the apple we all call sweet cider 
without requiring mandatory 
pasteurization. Awful nice, eh? 

Hundreds of years of safe 
drinking pleasure precede this 
governmental directive aimed at 
eliminating any risk of microbial 
contamination in our lives. Not 
that we as cidermakers aren't 
concerned about the threat posed 
by E. coli bacteria ... apples 
picked up off ground, where ani
mal manure might lie, and subse
quently squeezed for fresh juice 
can· and do make people sick. It's 
just that a damned appreciable 
amount of common sense lies 
between safely making real cider 
and leaving no choice for folks 
but to drink blander, pasteurized 
versions of what was once our 
national beverage. Taken in per
spective, it might not be a bad 
idea to host another Boston tea 
party, only this time it'll be bar
rels of cider thrown into Boston 
Harbor in protest of a govern
ment once again overstepping its 
bounds. 

Real cider has effervescent 
qualities that pasteurized apple 
juice can never offer. And while 
it's true good apple juice can be 
made from a proper blend of 
apple varieties if it's not over
cooked or overfiltered, let's call a 
spade a spade. Cider lovers won't 
be fooled. Real cider has tang. 
Real cider provides most of the 
delicious nutrients of the fresh 
apple. Real cider made our great 
grandparents happy. And by 
jiminy, we should hold to that 
very same right. 

We're whole hog about prop
er cider sanitation at our Lost 
Nation Cider Mill. Our cider 
apples are individually picked 
from the trees. The apples get · 
inspected after 'sweating' ( cider 
apples continues to respire in 
storage thus concentrating the 
fruit sugars) to assure quality. 

The meticulous clean-up 
procedure each press day 
takes my partners hours: 

'The keystone of local econoniy is agriculture" 

the racks get scrubbed with 
bleach water, all lines rinsed with 
bleach water, the presscloths 
cycle through the washing 
machine with bleach water. But 
we do have a wooden press which 
is no longer acceptable to the 
sanitation zealots. We don't apply 
bleach water to the apples them
selves. And we don't -nor will 
we-pasteurize this noble drink 
we're pleased to make for our 
own families and you. 

We'll likely no longer have 
the option to make real cider for 
public sale in 1999, and pasteur
ization will be required of 
all producers by the year 
2000. The investment 
costs of 'improving' our 
cider mill to meet federal 
regulations cannot be jus
tified for such a modest 
apple business. Like the 
local dairies and slaugh
ter houses of yesteryear, 
the Lost Nation Cider 
Mill is not big enough to 
matter to the powers that 
be. A neighborly econo
my cannot exist when the 
means of local production 
are removed, making us all that 
much more dependent on a cen
tralized food distribution system. 

Yet perhaps there's enough of 
us to whom local choice does 
matter. Local economy begins 
with local agriculture-we all 
need food, and food is what the 
productive soil beneath our feet 
can off er given proper steward
ship and care. Issues of food 
security enter in here as well, for 
when the gas runs out and indus
trial agriculture declares bank
ruptcy, we're all going to wish the 
'Farmer Browns' of this world 
had continued making a viable 
living growing food for our fami
lies and communities. Concerns 
about how our food is grown and 
the care put into its making are 
best answered locally. By you and 
me. Byus. 

Which brings us back to our 
wee organic orchard and the sad 
realities brought about by unwar
ranted government regulation 
and media hype. (Fact: more 
cases of E. coli contamination 
have been documented on 

'industrial lettuce' than on fresh 
juice, but do you hear anyone 
insisting we pasteurize salad?) 
This year you can still enjoy Lost 
Nation real apple cider provided 
you purchase your jugs right at 
the mill. Next year you might 
want to consider joining a new 
private country club we'll be 
forming on the orchard grounds. 
People in more urban areas are 
used to the conversion of farm
land to condominiums and golf 
courses. We're intending not to 
pull a tree if enough of you 
respond to this inkling of an idea ... 

The Lost Nation Apple Club 
A private club-whatever t~e 
sport or recreation-offers its 
members specified benefits in 
exchange for member-deter
mined dues that cover club 
expenses. A private club is like a 
family in a regulatory sense. 
Down on the farm, families can 
drink raw milk, butcher cher
ished animals for their meat, and 
still press real cider. FDA regula
tions aside, the home front is 
sanctified foremost by individual 
choice. 

Picture a Saturday 'tee time' 
with some of your favorite 
friends. Perhaps twice a summer 
you set aside two hours on such a 
morning. Only instead of carry
ing a nine iron, you've a hoe in 
hand or a bag for thinning an 
overset orchard. Together you 
join in community to grow your 
own apples under the guidance of 
expert organic farmers. Come 
fall, you join together to harvest 
the fruit of your labors and press 
a freshly-squeezed drink once 
known as -shhh, this is a secret! 
- cider. You get to take jugs of 

I ,,_ • "' f. ,. f ,.- ' ., • • ..... • ~ I " 4 
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that ambrosic nectar home. 
Along with a predetermined 
quantity of apples, the cider is 
simply a club benefit for which 
all members accept mutual 
responsibility. But you've helped 
make it. You know it's good. You 
know its safe. And you have a 
right to it. 

Frankly, we cannot do all the 
hand-intensive work required in 
seven acres of organic orchard 
and earn a justifiable economic 
return. The majority of con
sumers have been too long 
swayed by the cheap lure of 
industrial agriculture -despite 
the outrageous costs of ground
water contamination, pesticide 
residues within our bodies, and 
the loss of a neighborly economy 
-to grasp the nourishing value 
of locally-grown, fresh food. 
Price currently determines every
thing. The hand labor of growing 
apples organically tree-by-tree 
can't begin to compare to the 
lesser costs of applying chemical 
sprays to a hundred acres of 
orchard. The cider safety issue 
also looms ominously over our 
once future hopes for a sustain
able farm business. But together 
-as an inspired community -
we can continue to make our 
local organic apple vision a sus
tainable reality. The Lost Nation 
Apple Club may be a blessing in 
the end provided enough families 
in our immediate area respond 
positively to the parameters 
imposed on local food produc
tion. Farms and communities 
elsewhere should consider the 
possibilities. 

The root meaning of the 
word agriculture implies working 
the land together. One hundred 
club members paying an annual 
dues of $50 is a feasible start on 
keeping this local apple farm 
afloat. Expenses will be kept to a 
minimum. Formerly unlimited 
partner hours will be drastically 
reduced by collective effort, yet 
the skilled tasks of pruning, 
spraying, mowing, and pressing 
will be provided for members. 
We'll have four fall press days 
when club members can delight 
in the amber gold of freshly
squeezed apple cider, take it 

continued on page 30 
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Organics in the Orchard TURBULENCE 

:f{.rst thrashing machines were made 

of wood with metal teeth & riddle

grain sheaves fed in whole ' me're happy to report 
that Chelsea Green 
and Acres USA have 

recently published Michael 
Phillips' The Apple Grower,A 
Guide for the Organic 
Orchardist. 

Regular readers of 
Michael's Every Person's Need 
column will recognize and 
appreciate his blending 
of technical organic 

· apple orcharding advice 
with the background 
philosophy necessary for 
the small-scale commer
cial aspirant-or the 
home orchardist-to 
make a go of it. 

The Apple Grower 
is a handsome volume 
that you will most defi
nitely want to tuck 
under the Christmas 
tree for the family's 
orchardist. You can look 
for this book in your 
local, independent 
bookstore or order 
directly from Michael. 

Send $35 to Michael 
Phillips, RFD 1 Box 275, 
Groveton, NH 03582 .. 
Shipping is included. 

"An orchard is much more 
than the sum of the fruit trees 
growing therein. A rich soil 
underfoot teems with micro
bial life on which healthy trees 
depend for both nutrient 
breakdown and absorption. 
Herbs and wildflowers provide 
home for hundreds of species 
of insects, some of which 
directly balance balance pest 
populations. Birds fill the air 
with song and also play a role 
in this pest/predator balance. 
Woodpeckers are the percus-

The Land That Feeds Us 
continued from page 29 

home, and drink it as they please. 

Property Rights in the 
Organic Orchard 

sion section, drumming out 
borers and moth pupae 
beneath the bark. The soil, air, 
sun, and rain perfect the back
ground harmony in which a 
tiny cell grows to become a 
bud to become a blossom to 
become a pollinated ovary to 
become the beautiful apple in 
your hand." 

"The practice of the 
Western mind has always been 
to logically and rationally 
break apart the whole into its 
constituent parts. Given this 
way of thinking, it's no sur
prise that the litany of pest 
management reads this way: 
here's damage on the fruit, 
here's the pest that did it, 
here's a spray that kills the 
pest. Organic growers for the 
most part have attended the 
same service as growers of a 
chemical persuasion. The only 
real difference is that the 
botanical insecticides we've 
been using haven't proven 
nearly as effective as synthetic 

organophosphates in produc- . 
ing profits." 

"University researchers 
look at organic methods and 
materials on a component 
basis, rarely integrating such 
trials into a holistic orchard 
setting. Thus, for example, the 
sole use of garlic spray (with 
no soil-building, no unmowed 

diversity, no mating 
disruption, no foliar 
enhancement) can 
be 'conclusively 
demonstrated' by 
harvest assessments 
to stack up nowhere 
near the standards of 
chemical dependen-

" cy. 

"Choice of culti
var is akin to reli
gion, choice of root
s tock is a political 
stance: no grower 
tells another grower 
what to plant. What 
we can do here is to 
allude to some of the 

better varieties and establish 
the parameters any orchardist 
dealing with a fickle public 
needs to consider." 

"Fruit are picked with the 
slightest lift-and-twist motion. 
Reach for the apple so it rests 
in the curve of your palm. Lift 
its weight slightly upward and 
turn your wrist so the stem 
pivots off the-branch. If the 
fruit hangs onto the branch, 
use your thumb as a fulcrum 
point against a woody stem. A 
straightaway pull often strips 
off next year's budwood con
tained in the fruiting spur or 
rips the stem out of the fruit." 

were scutched, grain 

falling to bins below and 

chaff & straw blowing out the top. 

J oldier peasants re~ning to 

England from the Napoleonic Wars 

found they'd been displaced 

by machines. 

In the harvest season of 1830 

many of these men gathered 

and marched from farm to farm 

burning the thrashers 

wherever encountered and setting fire, 

for good measure, to the owners' h~y-ricks. 

In two seasons of violence 

workers against owners 

400 thrashing machines were burned. 

Cveryone paid the cost. 

Not wanting riots, 

farmers were more cautious 

about buying the machines. 

Some dismantled their thrashers, 

hiding parts around the barnyard, 

and returned to flail crews 

beating out grain on the winnowing floor. 

0£ the rioters, thousands were arrested, 

481 transported in chains to Australia 

(note: more than the# of machines burned) 

and 19 executed by hanging. 

To speed the harvest-

7"r burning machines-

-Stephen Lewandowski 

quickly turn it's owner a profit. 

I 've long believed that our politi
cal differences don't continue to 
diverge along a linear spectrum, 
but rather 'come back around' in 
a circular fashion. Left meets 
right, right meets left more often 
than we might think when we 
recognize our shared humanity. 
A sustainable economy must 
coexist within and around the 

bound;uies of a sustainable 
wilderness. The sacredness of 
environment must hold value as 
does the right to gainful human 
employment. Unfortunately, 
despite our creator 's noblest 
intentions and hopes, we do an 
awful job of screwing up the 
beautiful possibilities of this awe
some planet. And that's all of us, 
whether we're on the 'right' or 
h '1 c.' ' d' . t e e1t · or centere m an apa-

thetic muddle. 
Talk of cider provides an 

interesting example of this. Here 
we have a 'guv'mint' bent on 

denying my property rights as an 
orchard owner to grow apple 
trees and make a fair profit from 
squeezing my crop into organic 
apple cider. I can't do with the . 
fruits of my land as I see fit in 
order to make a living. My value 
system places said 'guv'mint' out 
of bounds, that more natural 
worth lies in local economy and 
food grown without chemical 
fertilizers and pesticides. 
Property rights are often con
strued exactly opposite: herbicide 
use is a 'right' in order to grow a 
monocrop forest that will more 

Wisdom says we all have a 
bit of the truth. Sometimes that's 
hard to see when we have a 'fat 
cat' bound and determined to 
strip the land of it's living ecosys
tem for corporate gain. Here we 
have the case of a 'fat organic 
orchardist ' seeking to override 
the wishes of nice people seeking 
an extremely safe existence. 
Words can be mighty twisty 
things. Our job is to listen with 
attuned hearts and find a proper 
balance. Ii 
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Dalhousie University, 
Halifax, NS B3H 4Jl 
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Fax(902)494-3736 

Champion to Intensify 
Harvest Practices in Maine 

upwelling point . with high 
plankton and fish abundance, 
fish and lobster spawning areas. 
Seabird colonies, including the 
largest breeding population of 
the endangered piping Plover, 
and an important area for the 
northern Right whale. 

13. Fundy West Island National 
Marine Park. Nominated by 
Parks Canada in 1985, and then 
again in 1991. Location on cen
tral New Brunswick coast adja
cent to Deer Island and 
Campobello Island. A rea of 
high biodiversity and productiv
ity for all forms of life, critical 
feeding and breeding areas for 
sea birds, whales, resident har
bor porpoises, open sea habitat 
for herring populations. 

14. Passamaquoddy B,~Y· 
Nominated in 1997 by the 
International Marine Mammal 
Association and supported by 
the Gulf of Maine Council. 
Would protect herring and 
whales, as well as preserving fish 
habitat, marine mammal habitat 
endangered marine species, 
unique habitats, areas of high 
productivity. and of high diversi
ty. 

15. Scallop Fishing Area # 291. 
Nominated in 1995 by Canada's 
Department of Fisheries and 

under the -Canada Fisheries Act. 
Location: Western Nova Scotia 
at approaches to the Bay of 
Fundy, German Banks/Lurcher 
Shoal/Brier Island System. 
Purpose: Protect and conserve 
important commercial fisheries, 
particularly scallop breeding 
areas. 

16. Lower Minas Basin. 
Nominated in 1994 by the 
Canadian Wildlife Service 
under the Canada Wildlife Act. 
Located at the southern end of 
Mains Bay and the waters 
immediately north of the town 
of Wolfville, Nova Scotia. 
Purpose: Protection of critical 
bird habitat, including the 
largest number of mixed species 
of shoreline birds during fall 
migration in all of North America 

Marine Reserves Information 
Resources 
Additional information on 
marine reserve sites is also avail
able from the following persons: 
Inka Milewsky, World Wildlife 
Fund, Canada. 
RR2 Chatham, NB ElN 2A2 
Tel(506)622-2460 
Fax(506)622-2438 
email <imilewsky@nbnet.nb.ca> 

Martin Willison 
Biology Department 

MAINE 
Seth Barker, Marine Scientist 
Dept. of Marine Resources 
Bureau of Resource Manag-ement 
West Boothbay Harbor, Maine 
04575 
Tel (207)633-3735 
Fax: (207)633-9579 
e-mail: <seth.barker@state.me.us> 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
Brad Barr NOAA 

As we were heading to press, 
the Maine newspapers reported on 
the release of the Maine Forest 
Survey and the accompanying news 
that Champion International wants 
to quadruple its 'intensive forestry' 
regune. 

This announcement came on 
the heels of industry opposition and 
hostility to recovery for the 
Canadian lynx at the US Fish and 
Wildlife's hearing at Old Town on 
the 15th of September, and the 
Manchester Union Leader coverage 
of industry organized anti-wolf 
demonstrations. An anti-wolf peti-

Stellwagen Bank 
Marine Sanctuary 

N ational tion is also circulating in the region. 
Add to that the merely 

RUMORED impending purchase 
of SAPPI's western Maine holdings 
by Montana outfit Plum Creek. 
Plum Creek has shared with 
Champion the reputation for shod
dy logging and overcutting in that 
western State and is known as a 
'bottom feeder'-the apparent aspi
ration of Champion. 

14 Union Street 
Plymouth MA 02360 
tel (508)747-1691 
fax: (508)7 4 7-1949 
e-mail: <bbarr@ocean.nos.noaa.goV> 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Lee Bridges The Portland Press Herald's 
Massachusetts Division of September 27th account of 
Marine Fisheries Champion's plans, written by Dieter 
100 Cambridge Street Bradbury, is a straightforward 

Boston Mass 02202 account of Champion and Maine 
Tel - (617)727-3193 ext 336 Forest Service doublethink and cir-
Fax: (617)727-7988 cularlogic.TheMFS's prescription 

Gary Briers 
Massachusetts Executive Office 
of Environmental Affairs 
20 Somerset Street Third Floor 
Boston Mass 02108 
tel (617)727-3180 ext 663 If 

for projected shortfalls of fiber is 
intenser management. Curiouserly 
enough, this is exactly what 
Champion has in mind-more 
clearcutting and herbicide spraying 
to kill puckerbrush and establish 
softwoods in plantations. 

Help Us Spread the Word! 
"Wecl have to re-think everything if 
we can't grow trees the best way we 
know how," said Champion forester 
Joel Swanton. 

"It's far more conservative--and 
far more aggressive, if you will
than anything I'm aware of in the 
country," said Champion chief biol
ogist Gary Donovan. 

T he Northern Forest Forum is 
the region's only tabloid 
dedicated to advocacy and 

journalism on behalf of rewilding 
and restoring our natural and 
human communities. We uniquely 
stand at a crossroads of viewpoints · 
and approaches. 

Forum that you've seen, please fill 
out the coupon below for a sub-

. scription or a membership. If you 
send us three names of people who 
might be interested in subscribing, 
we'll send your friends a sample 
issue. 

Contact us at the address below! 

Champion's planned doubling 
of clearcutting, spraying and planti
ng will, says the Press Herald story, 
"triple or quadruple the average 
wood yield per acre in Maine." 

Bradbury also opined that "In 
the long run, the situation may force 

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , r - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - , Mainers to decide whether they 
Send the Northern Forest Subscribe! want an unfettered forest that pro-

Can you help us spread the 
word? If this is the first issue of The 

Do you belong to a conserva
tion group whose membership 
might like to receive The Forum? 

For $35, you can also become a 
member of the Northern 
Appalachian Restoration Project 
and support one of our affiliated 
projects addressing low impact 
forestry, marine and energy conser
vation, at the community level. 
Thanks! r.tl 

Forum to a friend today! 'Anonn,u,lmnnl,n-shipinth,NorthernAppalachian&storationProj,ctcostsl35 d~ces wood_ on its own terms - or a 
Do you know anyone who would like to receive a and includes a year's suhscription to th, Forum. highly marup~ted one that works 
complimentary copy of The Northern Forest Forum? • A on,-y,ar suhscription to th, Forum only costs 115 (US) or 125 (Canadian) far six har~~r for soaety but lacks a natural 
If so, please send us their name and address and we isSues. feel . 
will mail them a fi:ee copy right away! [Members of ~e pu~lic may 
Name: -------------- __ .lcan'taffordasuhscriptionrightnow,pl,as,stndafrubi,. Ipromisttoro/1 wonder exactly how mcreasmg cut-
Address:______________ up my.sltnJtS and g,t to work on /,,half of th, Northern F=st Communities. ting is the best way to deal with pro-

Name: 
Address: _____________ _ 

Name: 
Address: _____________ _ 

OP!ease tdl my friend it was me who had NARP send The Forum! 
Your name: _____________ _ 

Your address:. _____________ _ 

liPlease return to NARP, P.O. Box 6, Lancaster, NH 0358411 

• _ Hm~ some extra cash to Clt'Vtr th, cost offrubi,s. jected wood shortage. Elizabeth 
May's book At the Cutting Edge 
(Sierra Club books), reviewed in the 
last Forum describes how Canadian 
provinces are applying this logic and 
accelerating annual allowable cuts 
on public lands at the behest of 
industry. This shell game is, for the 

• - Enclosed is 11000 (or more). Pleas, sign mt up as a NARP Supporter. 

Name ________________ _ 

Address _________________ _ 

Town _________________ _ 

Stau _____ _ ZIP ____ ----''------ - --

Contributions to NARP art tax-d,ductibl,. Pleas, molt., chtclt.s payable to: forest industry-government com-
ThtNorthern Appalachian Restoration Projtct and und to: \ plex, the only alternative to 'having 

TIN Northern Form Forum, POB 6, Lonctuier, NH 0JS84 
L 1 .. _________ _,,_,__, _______ ~.-----~ _ .J to re-think everything.']-A W. 
______________ ... 

, r.,h~el'v'!r/9f11f f Prtts.t,F.o,r.1:1m 
""" ·"'' .... . ~~.J). . . ..... . , ... ~,. 
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Jyrn St Pierre] 
2:31 ContestedTerrain [by Plilip 
Terrie] 
3:20 Good Reads; ]SP 

5 :25 Orimulsion Coming to Maine?; PP 
6:11 Maine Renewables Portfolio 

Rulemaking; PP 
Every Person's Need 
3:16 EPN; Michael Phillips 
4:30EPN;MP 

5:28EPN;MP 

Exotic Species 
2:6 Federal Task Force to Combat Exotic 

Species; Ron Huber 
Forest Certification 
4:26 If Irving is the Answer . . . ; Mitch Lansky 
4:29 County Forester Pursues Community 
Solutions; Alexander Lee 
4:12 NWF to Review NY State Forest 

Operations; press release 
Forest Ecology (also see 'Interviews') 

Logic 
1:18 Eco-Illogic; How to Spot Fallacious 

Arguments; Mitch Lansky 
Low Impact Forestry 
1:20 Downeast Initiative on Low Impact 

Forestry; Ron Poitras 
3:7 Roundtable Organizes Loggers' Guild; 

Barbara Alexander 
5:13 Dr. Perry Helps Launch VT Loggers' Guild 

5:13 lnterest in Low-Impact Forestry 

Grows; Rich Hewitt 
5:14 New Standmdr.for Forestry; Mitch Lamky 
5:16 VT Loggers' Guild Mission and 

Principles 

Maine Forest Inventory 
3:301995 lnventory: Does it Show 

Problems?; Mitch Lansky 

5:22 At the Cutting Edge: the 
Crisis in Canada's Forests [by 
Elizabeth May] 

MOTORCYCLES ON TH£ MDV£ A Brief History 

5:30 Extinct Songbirds of Maine [by 
Stephen Petroff] 
5 :31 Acadia: the Soul of a National Park 

[by Steve Perrin] 
6:30 Reading the Mountains of Home [by 
John Elder] 
Chips 
2:4 Maine Upb,lds Chip Mill-in-Nockt; Ron 
Huber 
25 Companies Strip, Chip, Ship Nt7tXJ &otia; RH 
25 EPA Wtlling to lmk at Forest Practices?,· RH 
5:20 Hanuver Beans Woodchip Wannabes; RH 
6-29 Chipmill Gets the Big Boot; RH 
Coastal Waters Watch 
4:10 CWW,· Ron Huber 
5:7 CWW,·RH 
6:28 CWW; RH 
Ecology 
5 :30 Left Biocentrism Primer; David Orton 
6:28 Back to the Land; Thomas Foote 
Economics 
2:2 On the Absurdity of the Industrial 

Growth Society; editorial 
Energy (see also 'Interviews') 
1 :22 Cooperation & Demand Reduction; 

Pamela Prodan 
1:23 Connecticut River Dams Locus of 

Deals; Andrew Whittaker 
1:23 Loss of Net Metering Threatens 

Renewables; PP 
1:24 Green Mountain Greenwash;John Clark 
1:24 Environmental Claims in Pilot 

Programs; PP 
1:25 VT's Hydro-Quebec Connection; 

Alexis Lathem 
2:7 Update on Net Metering; PP 
3:2 Toward Energy Independence & Self

Reliance; PP 
3:24 Maine Energy Coop Formint; Jim Lippke 
3:24 VT Sierra Club Priorities for Energy 

Restructuring 

3:25 Reflections on Shut-Down of Maine 

Yankee; Maria Holt 
3:26 The Minimum Electric Bill; PP 
3:26 Second Thoughts on Net Metering; PP 
3:27 Sustainable Settlements in Northern 

Europe; David Foley 
3:27 Deregulation a Threat to Northern 

Forest Lakes; PP 
5:23 Maine Forum Focuses on Energy 

Self-Determination; PP 

5:18 Gt ~.for the Buiw?nn?,· Mitch l..arnky 
5:19 Spring Bear Foods; Will Staats 
Forestry & Logging; Forest Practices 
1:21 Forest Stewards Guild Forms; 

Brendan Whittaker 
2:22 Loggers Working to Form Sefety Network 
3:6 Sustainable Forestry in Nova 

Scotia;Atlantic Forestry Review 
5:2 Forestry far the Future; editorial 
6:27 Why is the Forestry Profession 

&nbmcing Multi-Ag,rl SiJviculture?,·Wm Buth 
Green Mtn. National Forest (&related 
issues) 
1:3 Revision of the GMNF Plan Begun; 

Jim Northup 
3:4 Lamb Brook Victory Delays Logging; 

Jad Daley 
3:5 How the Orleans Mtn. Roadless was 

Spared; Ryan Henson 
4:12 Finding More GlvlNF RoadlessAreas,JN 

Ice Storm 
3)0 After the Storm, the Forest is Still 

Healthy; Jamie Sayen 
6:21 Mead Outlines Salvage Liquidation P~-]S 

Interviews 
1:30 Conversation with Justin Brande, 

Farmer, Ecologist, Composter 

2:11 Dynamics of Forest Ecology [with 
David A. Perry] 
3:18 Part II of David Perry Interview 

5:25 Quebec's Trees & Crees Under Siege 

6:18 Flooding a Nation to Feed a Market 

[part II of above interview] 
6:24 Baxter State Forester Jensen Bissell 

Land Sales (see also Adirondack Park 
Report) 
1:2 Champion-VT Perspective; editorial 
1:4 Champion Intl. to Sell 330,000Acres; 

Jamie Sayen 
1:4 Champion Adirondack Holdings 

Include Boreal; Peter Bauer 
l:5 Resident Proposes Public Protection of 

Champion Land; JS 
2:18 Local Control & the Champion Land 

Sale; Andrew Whittaker 
5:3 SAPPI to SeU 911,(X)()Acres in ME;]S 

6:1 The Sale of the Century; ]ym St. Pierre 
6:2 For Sale-Again/; editorial 
6:20 Hostile Selectmen Shelve Memorial 

3:30 Are the Inventory Figures Accurate; ML 
5:26 ME Forest Inventory-Cooking the 

Books; William Butler 
Maine Forest Legislation 
1:8 Highlights of the Forest Compact; Rob Bryan 
1:9 Compact Fundamentally Interfered 
with Democracy; Robert Baldwin 
19 Siomaub&m3- Comjm;Main: Sierra Ch.lb 
1:13 GovernancebyNGOs; Robert Voight 
2:10 What Impact Will Compact Have?; 

Mitch Lansky 
3:28 Timber Industry After the Compact;. 

William Butler 
4:9 ME's Forest Policy= More Studies; 

Mitch Lansky 
4:25 RegulatoryR.eformRubble;Jym St. Pierre 
Maine Woods Watch 
1:10 Maine Woods Watch; ]ym St. Pierre 
2:23 MWW; ]SP 

3:14MWW,·JSP 
Marine Reserves 
4:18 Closures Won't Help; Ron Huber 
4: 19 Marine Reserves far the Gulf of 

Maine; Traci Hickson 
National & State Parks 
6:12 Katahdin National Park-A 

History; David Carle 
6:14 Big,iowR.esen£AHtstory; Boo Cummings 
6:17 NPS to Assess Saddleback 

Alternatives; Pamela Prodan 
NH Forest Policy, Liquidation 
1: 14 Liquidation Committee Braces far 

Public; Jamie Sayen 
2:20 Public Says to Regulate Destructive 

Forestry; JS 
2:21 SPNHF Offers Liquidation 

Permitting Plan 

2:21 Forest Society Fails to Protect Forests; 

JS 
2:22 We Have a Chance to Get It Right; 

Jim Emerson 
3:6 Residents Want Forests Protected; 

Robert M. Cook 
4:24 NH Report Recommends No 

Meaningful Action; JS 
5:17 NH Liquidation Continues; JS 
6:9 Maine Liquidating NH?; Valerie 
Piedmont 
Paper Industry (also see Maine Woods 

Forest Plan; JS • . W~tch) • 
• ~ { I, ~ ◄ 

3:21 Paper Industry's Role in Global 

Warming; Adam T. Williams 
5:27 Alternatives to Tree Fiber in Paper 

Making; Eric Hartmann 
Pesticides, Irradiation, ~ludge, 
Mercury, Tire Burning 
l:26 lrradiation-Zapping 

Contamination Not the Answer; Michael 
Colby 
1:26 Campaign to BanAtrazine 

1:27 CLEAN· Maine's Pesticide 

Referendum 

1:27 Flaws inApproval ProcessAriseAgain 

2:7 FDA Approves Beef Irradiation; MC 
3:7 NH Herbicide Project Update; Daisy 
Goodman 
3:8 Maine's Battle to Eliminate Dioxin; 

Anne Hagstrom 

(E~,0 

.,.;.:( _ 

3:8 Vietnam Veteran Sick from 

Herbicide Exposure; Robert 
Graeter 
3:9 Response to Opposition to 

NH Herbicide Moratorium 

4:5 VT Mercury Bill Addresses 

Contamination; Luke O'Brien 
4:6 Herbicide-Free Rail Lines; Barb 
Alexander 
4:7 NH=Herbicdes=Bad 

Forestry; JS 
4:7 MEs Pesticide Reduction Policy; 
Jean English 
5:4 NH Companies Plan 

Sprays; DG 
55Btk~ginNoia&tu0-Ielga 

Hof!inann 
5:6 Sludge Hits Fan in NH; David 
Ellenberger 
5:8 Don't Eat the Fish (Mercury) 

5 :8 NY DEC Grants IP Permission to 
Burn Tires; Peter Sterling 
6:21 NH Herbicide News; DG 
O!iebec, Labrador 
4:20 Birth & Death of a Movement; 
Alexis Lathem 
Subject Index 
2:30 Subject Index 

Vt. Forest Practices 
1:15 VT Forest Practices Promote Healthy 

Debate; Jamie Sayen 
2:19 Ritual Venting or Beer Hall Putsch?; 

Andrew Whittaker 
5:18 VT Forest of 1884; David Clarkson 
6:22 VT Forest Policy & Planning; AW 
VT Environmental Legislation 
4:8 Telecommunications Towers; Factory 

Farms; Downtowns; Luke O'Brien 
5:9 Report on the 1998 VT Legislature; 

Adam Necrason 
White Mtn. National Forest 
2:15 Loon Ski Area Violated Clean Water 

Act; press release 
Wilderness 
4:2 Why Wilderness; editorial 
4:11 The Wtfdlands Project; MacKay &Long 
4: 14 A Conservation Strategy far the 

Northern Forest; Andrea Colnes 
4:15 Big Wilderness fora Strong 

Economy; ]ym St. Pierre 
4:15 BdJ Mars/xiii Wt!derness; Michad.DiNurrzio 
4:16 Proposed Northern Forest 

Headwaters Wilderness; Map 
Wise Use Movement 
6:16 Wzse Use Founders in Vennont; Peter Sterling 
Wolves 
l:2 Recovery Network Forms; press release 
2:27 News from the Maine Wolf Coalition 

2:28 First Annual NE Wolf Recovery 

Conference; Kristin DeBoer 
2:29 Wolves Know No Boundaries; KD & 
Kathleen Fitzgerald 
3:29 Importance ofYellowstone's Wolves to 

the North Woods; KD 
5:3 Wolf Protection in Question; KD 
6:10 USF& WSetsStageforRecovery; KD 
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